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  Background 
1. The Nature Futures Framework is a flexible tool to support the development of scenarios and 
models of desirable futures for people, nature and Mother Earth. The framework was developed in 
direct response to the conclusions of the Methodological Assessment Report on Scenarios and Models 
of Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services, which identified limitations of existing scenario approaches 
in their usefulness for biodiversity and ecosystem services. It fills a gap by providing a tool for the 
development of nature-centric scenarios that address the diversity of human-nature relationships to 
inform context- and place-specific policy options based on locally held values of nature in order to 
achieve a good quality of life (including human well-being and living well in balance and harmony 
with Mother Earth). 

2. At IPBES 9, held from 3 to 9 July 2022, the IPBES Plenary, in decision IPBES-9/1, welcomed 
the progress made by the task force on scenarios and models of biodiversity and ecosystem services in 
the implementation of objective 4 (b) of the work programme of the Platform up to 2030, including 
the foundations of the Nature Futures Framework, a flexible tool to support the development of 
scenarios and models of desirable futures for people, nature and Mother Earth, as set out in annex VI 
to that decision.  

3. The Plenary also approved the workplan for the task force on scenarios and models for the 
intersessional period 2022–2023, which foresaw further development of the foundations of the Nature 
Futures Framework including but not limited to alignment with the IPBES conceptual framework and 
the findings of the IPBES Methodological Assessment Report on the Diverse Values and Valuation of 
Nature.3 The workplan also foresaw the further development of the draft methodological guidance on 
the use of the Nature Futures Framework, based on the organization of a government review and an 
online dialogue with IPBES national focal points, in collaboration with the IPBES capacity-building 
task force. This work was to be undertaken with consideration for technical and capacity gaps in 
adapting the Nature Futures Framework to specific contexts.  

4. The document below provides the latest work on the foundations of the Nature Futures 
Framework and the further-developed methodological guidance. The text of Part I on the foundations 
of the Nature Futures Framework is identical to the document welcomed by the Plenary at IPBES 9 in 
decision IPBES-9/1 but has been complemented by the updates prepared in line with the workplan of 
the task force, consisting of an additional paragraph on the alignment with the IPBES conceptual 
framework and the findings of the IPBES Methodological Assessment Report on the Diverse Values 
and Valuation of Nature (Section II/D). The subsequent sections of Part II provide the methodological 
guidance which is a living document and was first presented at IPBES 9 in document 
IPBES/9/INF/16. This was further made available for review by governments from 5 September to 14 
October 2022 (6 weeks). To support the review, an online dialogue was held on 20 September 2022. 
The sections on the methodological guidance were revised based on the comments received to provide 
a clearer structure and distinction between the various methods in which the Nature Futures 
Framework can be used. 

  

 
3 IPBES (2022). Methodological Assessment Report on the Diverse Values and Valuation of Nature of the 
Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services. P. Balvanera, U. Pascual, 
M. Christie, B. Baptiste, D. González-Jiménez (eds.). IPBES secretariat, Bonn, Germany. 
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6522522. 

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6522522
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NB: The following reproduces annex VI to decision IPBES-9/1: 

Part I:  Foundations of the Nature Futures Framework4 

  A flexible tool to support the development of scenarios and models of 
desirable futures for people, nature and Mother Earth5 

  Introduction 
1. The Nature Futures Framework is a flexible tool to support the development of scenarios and 
models of desirable futures for people, nature and Mother Earth. The framework was developed in 
direct response to the conclusions of the Methodological Assessment Report on Scenarios and Models 
of Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services (IPBES, 2016a), which identified limitations of existing 
scenario approaches in their usefulness for biodiversity and ecosystem services. It fills a gap by 
providing a tool for the development of nature-centric scenarios that address the diversity of human-
nature relationships to inform context- and place-specific policy options based on locally held values 
of nature in order to achieve a good quality of life (including human well-being and living well in 
balance and harmony with Mother Earth). 

 I. How scenarios are used in policymaking and decision-making on 
biodiversity and ecosystem services 

 A. Use of scenarios and models 
2. Scenarios and models of changes in biodiversity and ecosystem services are powerful tools for 
informing decision makers and other stakeholders on potential future impacts of changes across scales 
on nature, nature’s contributions to people and good quality of life. “Nature”, “nature’s contributions 
to people” and “good quality of life”, as well as “instrumental values”, “intrinsic values” and 
“relational values”, are terms used in the conceptual framework of the Intergovernmental 
Science-Policy Platform on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services (IPBES), in the preliminary guide 
on values and throughout IPBES assessments and documents, noting that nature embodies different 
concepts for different people, including biodiversity, Mother Earth, systems of life and other 
analogous concepts.  

3. In line with this terminology, scenarios are alternative pathways to possible futures for one or 
more key components in a system, particularly for drivers of change in nature and nature’s 
contributions to people, including alternative policy or management options (IPBES, 2016a; Díaz et 
al., 2018). Models are qualitative or quantitative representations of key components of a system and 
of relationships between those components, and can be used to translate scenarios of possible futures 
for drivers of change or policy interventions into projected consequences for nature and nature’s 
contributions to people (IPBES, 2016a). In combination, scenarios and models can play important 
roles in relation to the major phases of the policy cycle, which are (i) agenda setting, (ii) policy 
design, (iii) policy implementation and (iv) policy review, as described in the Methodological 
Assessment Report on Scenarios and Models (figure 4). “Exploratory scenarios” can contribute to 
problem identification and agenda setting by examining a range of plausible futures, while 
“intervention scenarios” can contribute to policy design and implementation by valuating alternative 
policy or management options, through either “target-seeking” or “policy-screening” analysis (IPBES, 
2016b, figure 4). Scenarios and models have been used in the IPBES Global Assessment Report on 
Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services (IPBES, 2019a) and its Summary for Policymakers (2019b) and 
regional assessments of biodiversity and ecosystem services (IPBES, 2018a; 2018b; 2018c; 2018d) to 
provide assessments of the current status of biodiversity and ecosystem services and to explore 
projections under different potential futures. 

4. The Global Assessment Report indicates that the decline of biodiversity and ecosystem 
services is projected to continue or worsen in many future scenarios that consider rapid human 
population growth, unsustainable consumption, and declining production (see, for example, figure 
SPM.8 of the Global Assessment Report, IPBES, 2019b). In contrast, scenarios with assumptions of 
low-to-moderate human population growth across scales, low carbon growth, a circular economy, and 

 
4 As presented in annex VI to decision IPBES-9/1. 
5 Though not repeated every time throughout the present document after “Nature Futures Framework”, it is 
understood that any mention of the framework implicitly includes this subtitle. 
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transformative changes will better support long-term sustainability and good quality of life (IPBES, 
2019a, figure SPM.8; 2019b). 

 B. Limitations of current scenarios and models 
5. As is pointed out in the IPBES Methodological Assessment Report on Scenarios and Models, 
most existing scenario approaches for biodiversity and nature’s contributions to people have a number 
of shortcomings. The obvious main limitation is the extent of knowledge about the properties of 
nature and of its components, and about the interactions and feedback processes associated with those 
components. Most existing scenario approaches, especially at the global and regional scales, have 
been developed to address climate change issues rather than biodiversity and ecosystem services 
issues per se, and are limited to assessing the impacts of drivers on states of nature and nature’s 
contributions to people. They often consider biodiversity gains or losses as an endpoint, rather than 
recognizing the full range of interconnections and feedback between nature and people that are central 
to the IPBES conceptual framework (Seppelt et al., 2020). 

6. Existing scenario approaches are also limited in their ability to incorporate diverse values, 
norms and policy objectives related to nature conservation, sustainable use, and good quality of life 
(IPBES, 2016a). As a result of limited stakeholder involvement, scenarios have often 
underrepresented the diversity of worldviews and indigenous and local knowledge (Obermeister, 
2019). Furthermore, institutional barriers to the use of scenario outcomes and the timing of presenting 
scenarios to governments (e.g. “windows of opportunity” – see Kingdon, 1984) may need to be 
addressed, with a view to increasing the chance that scenario-related insights are taken up in political 
agendas. Capacity and technological constraints often limit the ability to monitor the status and trends 
of biodiversity and further deepen institutional barriers. 

7. Because all models have strengths and weaknesses (IPBES, 2016a), it is vital that their 
capacities and limitations be carefully evaluated and communicated in assessment and 
decision-making processes (see Sietz & van Dijk, 2015; Fonte et al., 2012). The limitations of current 
scenarios and models are not necessarily a reflection of deficiency in approach – rather, they are a 
reflection of the degree of complexity involved in solving current problems. Existing approaches 
often explore the impacts of direct and indirect drivers on nature and people (e.g. adverse climate 
change impacts on biodiversity and ecosystem services), rather than focusing on the transformative 
changes required to achieve international goals for people and nature under relevant multilateral 
environmental agreements and the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development. 

 C. Addressing shortcomings for the development and use of scenarios and 
models in the context of nature and nature’s contributions to people 
8. Addressing the shortcomings of existing scenario approaches for nature and nature’s 
contributions to people at different scales requires better integration of the feedback processes 
between nature and good quality of life for people. Participatory approaches are also required to 
involve stakeholders in the development of future scenarios for nature and people and to incorporate 
multiple value perspectives and different pathways to achieve societal goals and to address the social, 
economic and environmental dimensions of sustainable development (IPBES, 2016a; Rosa et al., 
2017; Pereira et al., 2020; Kim et al., 2023; Durán et al., 2023). The inclusion of values of nature can 
enhance the development of new global scenarios for nature and nature’s contributions to people, as it 
allows the diversity of human-nature relationships to inform context- and place-specific policy 
options based on locally held values of nature (Braun & Castree, 2005; Cronon, 1996; Descola, 2013; 
Head, 2016; Latour, 2004; Robin et al., 2013). 

9. To address these requirements, the IPBES Plenary mandated the expert group (2016–2019) 
and task force (2019–2023) on scenarios and models to catalyse the development of new scenarios 
that can better inform policymaking for nature and nature’s contributions to people (see the terms of 
reference of the task force, set out in annex II to decision IPBES-7/1), building on the IPBES 
Methodological Assessment Report on Scenarios and Models. To capture the plurality of value 
perspectives on nature, the former expert group and current task force have worked on a new 
framework for the development of nature-centred and Mother Earth–centred scenarios, called the 
“Nature Futures Framework”. Having a framework that is applicable across different scales, regions 
and value perspectives allows the development of comparable new scenarios to better support future 
IPBES assessments.  
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 D. Development of a new framework to promote the effective use of scenarios 
for nature and nature’s contributions to people 
10. This framework is consistent with the conceptual framework of IPBES. Ideally, scenarios 
based on the Nature Futures Framework will include all six primary interlinked elements of the 
IPBES conceptual framework representing natural and social systems and their interrelationships: 
nature; nature’s contributions to people; anthropogenic assets; institutions and governance systems 
and other indirect drivers of change; direct drivers of changes; and good quality of life (Diaz et al., 
2015, 2018). The Nature Futures Framework provides a tool to help identify which of these elements 
are emphasized when creating scenarios of desirable futures. Scenarios focusing on “nature for 
society” place a greater emphasis on nature’s material and regulating contributions to people. 
Scenarios focusing on “nature for nature” place a greater emphasis on the nature element of the 
IPBES conceptual framework. Scenarios focusing on “nature as culture”/ “one with nature” have a 
more complex relationship to the IPBES conceptual framework and are best understood as 
emphasizing the cultural contexts that permeate all relationships between people and nature (Diaz et 
al., 2018). Nature futures framework scenarios aim to achieve good quality of life, including 
eliminating poverty, eliminating hunger, and achieving education for all and gender equality.  

11. Specifically, the framework aims to catalyse the development of scenarios that focus on 
achieving a world that realizes the 2050 Vision for Biodiversity of “Living in harmony with nature” 
(Convention on Biological Diversity, 2010), the goals of other relevant multilateral environmental 
agreements and the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development and its Sustainable Development 
Goals. These visions and goals require reversing declines in biodiversity and nature’s contributions to 
people (Pereira et al., 2020). The framework is explicitly designed to include multiple specific values 
of nature in scenarios and models. Positive or desirable nature futures represent scenarios in which 
biodiversity and nature’s contributions to people are improved in one or more value perspectives in 
relation to the current situation. 

12. Creating scenarios and models based on multiple values can make them more inclusive. The 
explicit inclusion of multiple values of nature enables scenarios and models to better consider and 
incorporate indigenous and local knowledge systems and values, as well as to better consider 
sociocultural contexts and alternative governance and economic systems, diverse methods of 
sustainable resource utilization and diverse approaches to biodiversity conservation. The IPBES task 
force on scenarios and models is developing methodological guidance on how to apply the Nature 
Futures Framework to the development of quantitative and qualitative scenarios for a diverse range of 
settings and scales. A draft of the methodological guidance was presented in appendix I to the annex 
to document IPBES/9/INF/16, and further dialogues were held with national focal points, indigenous 
and local knowledge experts, scientific communities and IPBES stakeholders to further iterate the 
methodological guidance of the Nature Futures Framework between the ninth and tenth sessions of 
the IPBES Plenary. Part II of this document provides the methodological guidance, which has been 
further developed based on comments received through a government review held from 5 September 
to 14 October 2022 (6 weeks). To support the review, an online dialogue was held on 
20 September 2022.  

13. The present document does not contain actual scenarios developed on the basis of the Nature 
Futures Framework. Scenario development by the scientific community with models and other tools, 
and narrative development and refinement with stakeholders, still need to be carried out and are 
planned for the next four years, with final outputs available in time for use in a potential second 
edition of the Global Assessment Report on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services (see figure 1). 
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Figure 1  
Envisioned process for catalysing a community of practice for developing scenarios based on the 
Nature Futures Framework over timea 

 
 Abbreviations: CBD – Convention on Biological Diversity; COP – Conference of the Parties; ILK – 
indigenous and local knowledge; NFF – Nature Futures Framework; NFP – national focal points; SBSTTA – 
Subsidiary Body on Scientific, Technical and Technological Advice; SSH – social sciences and humanities. 
 a The yellow-green colour gradient represents transitions in the lead of the listed activities from the 
IPBES task force on scenarios and models to the broader community. While the weight of the involvement of the 
task force is transferred to the broader community over time, there has been strong stakeholder engagement from 
the onset of the process. The blue arrow presents the activities of the task force on scenarios and models. It is 
anticipated that community engagement and outreach activities will lead to the formation of research consortiums 
and funded research projects that will achieve the goal of creating multi-scale (from local to global) scenarios 
based on the Nature Futures Framework, which would continue to be developed and refined over the long term.  

 II. Foundations of the Nature Futures Framework 

 A. History of the Nature Futures Framework and its contribution to catalysing 
the development of scenarios and models 
14. The Nature Futures Framework can be used to describe a diverse set of desirable futures for 
nature and people that differ in their emphasis on the types of values that people assign to nature 
(Pereira et al., 2020). It takes into consideration the call for plural values of nature and nature’s 
contributions to people to be recognized, referring to the preliminary guide regarding diverse 
conceptualization of multiple values of nature and its benefits, including biodiversity and ecosystem 
services, developed under the first IPBES work programme.6 This preliminary guide on values, as 
well as the Methodological Assessment Report on the Diverse Values and Valuation of Nature 
(IPBES, 2022), are underpinned by the view that the use of diverse conceptualizations of multiple 
values of nature and its benefits to people must be acknowledged and fostered in order to adequately 
address the challenge of global sustainability (Pascual et al., 2017; IPBES, 2015). Whereas both the 
Methodological Assessment Report on the Diverse Values and Valuation of Nature and the Nature 
Futures Framework incorporate values of nature, they have different purposes. The former assesses 
existing literature and describes different approaches to the conceptualization of values of nature, 
whereas the latter serves as a starting point for co-development of scenarios of desirable futures for 
nature. The framework emphasizes the intrinsic (“nature for nature”), instrumental (“nature for 
society”) and relational (“nature as culture”/”one with nature”) values, identified as the specific values 
referred to in the Methodological Assessment Report on the Diverse Values and Valuation of Nature 
(figure SPM.2 in IPBES, 2022).  

15. Taking into account the properties, interactions and feedback that operate in nature, the Nature 
Futures Framework emerged from stakeholder consultations that gathered a wide range of visions of 
desirable futures for biodiversity and people (Lundquist et al., 2017; Pereira et al., 2020). This 
framework allows those involved in scenario-building to recognize and address, in a more explicit 

 
6 IPBES/4/INF/13, annex III. 
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manner, plural values ascribed to nature and nature’s contributions to people, which conventional 
scenario-building methods often fail to capture. The framework places the specific values that humans 
assign to nature at its core. The underlying assumption for formulating any type of desirable future 
vision of nature is that nature is valued much more in the future, but the reasons why it is valued – the 
underlying value perspectives – can vary widely. The diverse ways in which humans value nature can 
be used to develop a diverse range of possible future scenarios that address current declines in nature 
and nature’s contributions to people across all three value perspectives, as evidenced in the IPBES 
Global Assessment Report on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services. The framework is novel in that it 
explicitly provides a space for the inclusion of relational values within a global biodiversity scenarios 
framework, acknowledging that relational values, such as cultural identity, sense of place, traditions, 
and reciprocity with nature, are often poorly represented or marginalized in assessments of 
biodiversity and ecosystem services.  

 B. Description of the Nature Futures Framework 
16. The Nature Futures Framework represents the plurality of value perspectives on human-nature 
relationships that forms the foundation for the development of desirable future scenarios for people 
and nature (figure 2). Within the triangle in figure 2, each corner of the triangle illustrates the 
orientation towards one of the following three value perspectives on the relationship between humans 
and nature: nature for nature, emphasizing intrinsic values: nature as culture/one with nature, 
emphasizing relational values; and nature for society, emphasizing instrumental values (see glossary 
in Annex III). The space within the triangle represents a continuum or gradient between these three 
value perspectives. As such, all the potential locations within the triangle relate to each of the three 
corners and thus offer some combination of all three value perspectives. It is important to bear in 
mind that the vertices, or corners, of the triangle offer extreme cases of what could be considered 
specific value perspectives to navigate to a “desirable future for nature”.  

17. The Nature Futures Framework has been developed together with different stakeholders 
through engagement with them since 2016 in order to address gaps in current scenarios and modelling 
processes for nature and nature’s contributions to people by opening up to more diverse perspectives 
on how the future is conceptualized. However, while it attempts to be as inclusive as possible, like all 
tools, it has limitations, including the fact that it may not be able to fully encapsulate all ontologies, 
cosmologies, knowledge systems and world-views. The examples in the right-hand part of figure 2 are 
taken from the IPBES conceptual framework but are not an exhaustive list of knowledge systems and 
world-views. The bands and dots indicate that the left- and right-hand parts of the figure are 
intimately related, but in complex ways that cannot be described in a one-to-one relationship. 
Currently available scenarios and models are not well adapted to the right-hand part of the figure, and 
so one objective of the scientific community should be to find tools that can be used to work with it. 

18. Desirable futures developed through the Nature Futures Framework may be place- or 
context-specific, subject to local cultures and values. Examples of the use of the framework to 
develop “desirable futures for nature” are provided in the methodological guidance in Part II of this 
document, as well as Annex I. The framework does not aim to identify any particular narratives or 
scenarios as preferred based on their location in the Nature Futures Framework, reflecting the fact that 
value preferences vary culturally and geographically. 
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Figure 2  
The Nature Futures Framework, a flexible tool to support the development of scenarios and 
models of desirable futures for people, nature and Mother Eartha 

 
 a The Nature Futures Framework presents three value perspectives of nature in a triangle. In the “nature 
for nature” perspective, people view nature as having intrinsic value, and value is placed on the diversity of 
species, habitats, ecosystems and processes that form the natural world, and on nature’s ability to function 
autonomously. The “nature as culture”/“one with nature” perspective primarily highlights relational values of 
nature, where societies, cultures, traditions and faiths are intertwined with nature in shaping diverse biocultural 
landscapes. The “nature for society” perspective highlights the utilitarian benefits and instrumental values that 
nature provides to people and societies. The coloured circles associated with each value perspective blend 
together where they intersect, indicating that they are not mutually exclusive. The specific value perspectives that 
define the corners of the triangular representation of nature futures emerged through numerous stakeholder 
consultations with a focus on providing a framework for scenario development. According to other knowledge 
systems and world-views, as portrayed in the right-hand part of the figure, human-nature relationships may be 
perceived in different ways. The examples in the right-hand part of the figure are taken from the IPBES 
conceptual framework but are not an exhaustive list of knowledge systems and world-views. The bands and dots 
indicate that the right-hand part of the figure and the left-hand part of the figure are intimately related, but in 
complex ways that cannot be described in a one-to-one relationship. 

19. In the “nature for nature” perspective, people view nature as having intrinsic value, and value 
is placed on the diversity of species, habitats, ecosystems and processes that form the natural world, 
and on nature’s ability to function autonomously. The “nature as culture”/ “one with nature” 
perspective primarily highlights relational values of nature, where societies, cultures, traditions and 
faiths are intertwined with nature in shaping diverse biocultural landscapes. The “nature for society” 
perspective highlights the utilitarian benefits and instrumental values that nature provides to people 
and societies. The task force will undertake further development of the Nature Futures Framework 
and through that work provide a more comprehensive list of examples of how different locations in 
the framework could be operationalized. Some examples are presented in Annex I. 

20. While the Nature Futures Framework builds on the concepts of intrinsic, relational and 
instrumental values, the three value perspectives do overlap to some degree and the framework allows 
for their coexistence and complementarity, addressing some of the criticisms expressed by Piccolo 
(2017) about value dimensions. The framework allows recognition of the diversity of ways in which 
people define “nature”, and of the understanding that knowledge-scapes, interactions and identity 
influence the values that individuals attribute to nature (Berghöfer et al., 2022). “Nature for nature” 
both represents intrinsic values and indirectly provides instrumental values though the non-material 
benefits of healthy ecosystems. “Nature for society” is dominated by the direct and indirect use of a 
subset of instrumental values, while “nature as culture” captures relational values, including the 
non-material contributions of nature. The intrinsic value of nature is integral to many cultures, which 
is where “nature for nature” and “nature as culture” meet one another.  

21. The state of the planet or any place on the planet can be assessed across these three 
perspectives (figure 3). The goal for scenario development with the Nature Futures Framework is to 
improve the state of a place across one or more of these three perspectives. Therefore, one aims to 
move a place from a current condition, one that is often degraded from one or more of these 
perspectives (figure 3), to a higher score. As one approaches high scores in one of the perspectives, 
there may be trade-offs with others. Trade-offs (and potential conflicts of interests to be resolved) 
might arise between different spatial-temporal scales within and among particular perspectives of 
nature. At the global level, one may be speaking of multi-decadal timescales (e.g. 2020–2050), while 
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at the local scale, multi-year timescales for scenario development (e.g. 5–10 years) may be more 
adequate. 

Figure 3  
Conceptual illustration of how the Nature Futures Framework, a flexible tool to support the 
development of scenarios and models of desirable futures for people, nature and Mother Earth, 
can be used to define pathways toward desirable futuresa 

 

 a Each axis corresponds to one of the three value perspectives for nature. In this example, actions take 
place to improve nature and nature’s contributions to people across one or more of the value perspectives toward 
a more desirable nature futures frontier. Therefore, temporal pathways (represented by the dotted lines in the 
figure) can be plotted from the present state to the future. Increasing scores for one value perspective may require 
trade-offs with another value perspective (modified from Kim et al., 2023). Not visualized here are the temporal 
pathways of the highly multi-dimensional space representing the variety of cosmologies and world-views of 
people (as depicted in the right-hand part of figure 2). 

 C. What is unique in the Nature Futures Framework? 
22. In the context of the conceptual framework of IPBES, the Nature Futures Framework is 
intended to catalyse the development of scenarios that can be compared and does not pre-define 
specific characteristics for individual scenarios; rather, it allows the development of place- and 
context-specific scenarios that represent local, national, and regional priorities, ecologies and values. 
The use of a single framework combining different specific value perspectives for nature facilitates its 
application to a diverse range of regional and socioeconomic contexts, where common and specific 
features allow for technical comparison across scenarios. It also promotes investigation of cross-scale 
interactions that cannot be suitably captured at single or multiple independent scales. 

23. Common features reflect shared global goals for nature and nature’s contributions to people 
across all scenarios based on the Nature Futures Framework. In contrast, specific features reflect 
commonalities for scenarios at a particular location within the Nature Futures Framework (see section 
I/1 of the methodological guidance). 

24. To apply the framework, users can develop scenarios based on the Nature Futures Framework 
within a range of sociocultural, economic and political contexts and across a wide range of spatial 
scales, which may identify pathways towards desirable futures that achieve the goals of relevant 
multilateral environmental agreements and the Sustainable Development Goals. The specificity of 
individual scenarios can thus be easily translated to local conditions and applied to issues of interest to 
local policymakers. 

25. The Nature Futures Framework can be differentiated from scenario approaches such as 
representative concentration pathways (RCPs) and shared socioeconomic pathways (SSPs), developed 
in support of the assessments of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (van Vuuren et al., 
2014). The SSP-RCP framework may be perceived as prescriptive in terms of outcomes for 
greenhouse gas concentrations and many other direct and indirect drivers of climate change, such as 
human population growth, economic growth and agricultural productivity (O'Neill et al., 2017). Box 6 
in Annex I/section IV illustrates how the Nature Futures Framework can be matched across shared 
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socioeconomic pathways and representative concentration pathways and sets out various efforts 
currently in place to use SSPs as entry points into novel scenarios based on the Nature Futures 
Framework. 

NB: Part D below was not contained in annex VI to decision IPBES-9/1, and represents the update mentioned 
in paragraph 4 of the background section. 

 D. Relation between the Nature Futures Framework and the IPBES conceptual 
framework, and between the Nature Futures Framework and the Assessment 
Report on the Diverse Values and Valuation of Nature 
26. The Nature Futures Framework and the IPBES Assessment Report on the Diverse Values and 
Valuation of Nature were developed in parallel with values at their centre yet with distinctly different 
objectives. The values assessment sought to identify both the diverse conceptualization of multiple 
values of nature and its contributions, including biodiversity and ecosystem functions and services, 
and the diverse methodologies for the valuation of nature. The Nature Futures Framework, in contrast, 
was developed to serve as a flexible tool to support the development of scenarios and models of 
desirable futures for nature. The values assessment was thus from the very start based on the 
recognition that the way people value nature (and the way people measure that value) plays an 
important role in societies’ management of nature. The Nature Futures Framework on the other hand, 
reflects the importance that values play in the kind of desirable futures for nature that people 
imagine/have/develop/formulate, an importance that emerged through the analysis of desirable futures 
co-created by a large diversity of stakeholders. Irrespective of these differences, the values assessment 
and the natures futures framework are directly aligned on the type of specific values of nature that 
they depict: instrumental, intrinsic and relational values (See figure SPM.2 from IPBES, 2022). The 
same figure illustrates how these specific values for nature are embedded in a broad range of values, 
knowledge systems and worldviews.  

27. The IPBES conceptual framework places dynamic social-ecological feedbacks at its centre 
(Díaz et al., 2015). Understanding these feedbacks is key to identifying the levers that can transform 
the world towards desirable futures for nature and people, and how these feedbacks connect actions 
and responses across local, national, regional, and global scales. The objective of nature futures 
scenarios is to improve how nature is valued from diverse perspectives and worldviews and trigger 
synergies and positive tipping points in social-ecological systems. 

Part II: Methodological guidance for using the Nature Futures 
Framework (NFF) 

  Introduction 
28. This section presents the NFF methodological guidance, which illustrates how the framework 
could be used to develop novel scenarios that incorporate the multiplicity of specific value 
perspectives for nature. The methodological guidance primarily targets research communities and 
other knowledge holders who work towards generating new research serving the upcoming IPBES 
assessments, while accommodating the needs of policymakers. This methodological guidance aims to 
catalyse the development of new scenarios for nature, but is not intended to be prescriptive, nor to 
provide highly specific and pre-defined characteristics for scenarios. Rather, the framework is flexible 
to allow its application to a variety of contexts. It is anticipated that new scenarios of desirable futures 
for people and nature catalysed by the NFF will serve as potential input for upcoming IPBES 
assessments and facilitate comparison of existing and new scenarios and models in IPBES 
assessments.  

 I. Methods for using the Nature Futures Framework 
29. The NFF is designed to be a flexible tool that can be applied to many contexts and does not 
specify either the number of future scenarios to be developed nor the specific methods for generating 
these scenarios. Rather, it allows users to develop scenarios in a creative and relevant manner 
applicable to their context, applying elements of the methodological guidance as needed, and drawing 
on the wealth of existing literature on scenario development. In order to address gaps in the literature, 
the NFF is unique in that it puts nature and nature’s contributions to people at the centre of the 
process and aims to catalyse the development of scenarios based on desirable perspectives on nature 
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in diverse contexts and across scales. These diverse ways in which people value nature can be used to 
characterise a diverse range of relationships that people have with nature, and based on these, develop 
possible future scenarios. NFF-based scenario applications could be helpful to illuminate possibilities 
for achieving the 2050 Vision for Biodiversity of ‘Living in harmony with nature’, where 
‘biodiversity is valued, conserved, restored and wisely used, maintaining ecosystem services, 
sustaining a healthy planet and delivering benefits essential for all people’ (CBD, 2010), and to give 
support to the implementation of the Kunming-Montreal Global Biodiversity Framework. By 
generating scenarios based on desirable perspectives on nature, applying the NFF guidance further 
allows for the identification of transformative policy options that can enable these futures, including 
pathways to achieve the Sustainable Development Goals across economic, social and environmental 
criteria as well as the synergies between sustainability goals. 

30. As such, the NFF combines a target-seeking approach to scenario development (to determine 
what is inside versus outside the triangle, i.e. desirable versus undesirable) with an exploratory 
approach (to represent the diverse range of values that underlie desirable futures within the triangle). 
The NFF can also be used to evaluate the effectiveness of alternative policy, management and 
transformative options (policy-screening approach; figure 4; see section 3 and table 2 of Kim et al., 
2023) for different uses and challenges of scenarios modelling in policy processes). With this in mind, 
it is important to emphasise that the corners of the triangle are not antagonistic, but rather relative: 
moving closer to one value perspective means moving away from one of the others. This relativity 
between extreme value perspectives ensures that emerging scenarios are inclusive, pluralistic, and 
representative of the many sustainable combinations that can take place within the triangle. How to 
capture this complexity of plural values in the NFF will depend on the goals/targets of the study and 
this will determine the most appropriate methods. Hence, it is important to start by explicitly defining 
these goals/targets and then to think critically about the process that is required to meet these goals. In 
particular, it may be necessary to think through the need for participation in defining the goals and 
then how to ensure that the process is inclusive. Reflexivity on goals, process and methods is 
important to ensure that all elements of the IPBES conceptual framework as well as diverse value 
perspectives on nature are taken into account when using the NFF for scenario development. Finally, 
the NFF is not only useful for scenario development, but can also be useful to open dialogue on 
existing scenarios or ongoing processes to discuss possible futures. 
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Figure 4  
This figure shows the roles played by different types of scenarios corresponding to the major 
phases of the policy cycle. Types of scenarios are illustrated by graphs of changes in nature and 
nature's contributions to people over time. The four major phases of the policy cycle are 
indicated by the labels and grey arrows outside the blue-coloured quarters of the circle. In 
"exploratory scenarios", the dashed lines represent different plausible futures, often based on 
storylines. In "target-seeking scenarios" (also known as "normative scenarios"), the diamond 
represents an agreed-upon future target and the coloured dashed lines indicate scenarios that 
provide alternative pathways for reaching this target. In "policy-screening scenarios" (also 
known as "ex-ante scenarios"), the dashed lines represent various policy options under 
consideration. In "retrospective policy evaluation" (also known as "ex-post evaluation"), the 
observed trajectory of a policy implemented in the past (solid black line) is compared to 
scenarios that would have achieved the intended target (dashed line) (Figure SPM.2, IPBES, 
2016). 

 

31. Once the goals/targets of the study have been clearly defined, the methods for building new 
scenarios at different locations within the NFF or translating existing scenarios to particular locations 
in the NFF can be chosen. Many methods for scenario development have been described in the 
scientific literature. In this section, methods related to (1) common and specific features, (2) 
visioning, (3) pathways, (4) narratives, (5) modelling, and (6) indicators, are described. For each 
method, there is a brief description of what the method involves and how it could be applied or tested 
for the NFF and further information is provided in the Annex. Where possible, links to publications 
describing the method and its application to the NFF in more detail, are included. The reader is also 
referred to the Zotero library on NFF publications for further examples (Nature Futures Framework | 
Zotero). As stated, the method chosen will depend on the goals of the study. Furthermore, methods 
are commonly combined within studies to develop scenarios that have both qualitative and 
quantitative elements, as described in (7) combining methods. 

 1) Common and specific features 
32. Common and specific features can be a useful methodological approach for defining themes 
that are important to describe in scenarios and are dependent on the goal of the study (figure 5). 
Common features are shared across all scenarios within a scenario framework, whilst specific features 
are unique to the position of the scenario within the framework being used for a study. If scenarios are 
being developed from scratch, common and specific features can be used to identify the main building 
blocks of the scenarios. If a study is using existing scenarios, they can help in analysing and 
comparing characteristics between scenarios. Scenarios with shared specific features may be referred 

https://www.zotero.org/groups/4937409/nature_futures_framework/library
https://www.zotero.org/groups/4937409/nature_futures_framework/library
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to as a ‘scenario family’7. Archetype analysis may be useful for defining ‘scenario families’ or 
‘scenario archetypes’ that have shared specific features or characteristics (Harrison et al., 2019; Sitas 
et al., 2019).  

33. In the case of the NFF, common features reflect shared global goals for nature and nature’s 
contributions to people across all NFF-based scenarios (Kim et al., 2023). In this respect they help in 
defining what is inside the triangle, i.e. what features are essential for a future to be desirable for 
nature and people, regardless of value perspective. Common features will depend on the study goals, 
but examples include halting biodiversity loss, keeping global warming to below 2°C, and controlling 
invasive alien species. In contrast, specific features relate to a particular position in the NFF triangle 
and reflect the value perspective (or combination of value perspectives) that is associated with that 
position (figure 5). Specific features should be able to differentiate between scenarios in different 
positions in the NFF triangle and help to ensure that the set of scenarios developed within a study are 
distinct from each other. Examples of specific features could include the species that are the primary 
focus of conservation and restoration efforts, and the extent and types of protected area designations, 
i.e. those with primary objectives on sustaining intrinsic, instrumental and cultural values of nature 
and nature’s contributions to people. Common and specific features can be defined through a 
participatory process with stakeholders, expert elicitation, literature survey or a combination of these 
methods. Further information is given in Annex I/I. 

Figure 5.  
Common and specific features and scenario families 

  

 2) Visioning  
34. A vision is a description (narrative, image, etc.) of a desirable future state and usually depicts 
the explicit desires, assumptions, beliefs, and paradigms that underlie the desired future of those 
undertaking the visioning process. Importantly, visions of a desired future state can form the target 
space for target-seeking scenarios (or an orientation for transformative change) that describe how the 
future unfolds towards making the visions a reality. As part of a visioning process, the NFF can be 
used to help participants in the visioning process to articulate their diverse values, preferences and 
types of relationships with nature, in order to envision a desirable future that is shaped by these 
aspirations. The NFF ensures that nature and people are at the centre of these co-produced visions, 
and, importantly, provides a tractable link between the envisioned futures and their underpinning 
value expressions.  

35. An illustrative example can be found in the application of the NFF at the first IPBES youth 
workshop to envision desirable futures (Rana et al., 2020; Annex I/II, Box 1). Other examples include 
the use of the NFF to structure a participatory process with key stakeholders of a new National Park in 
the Netherlands to collaboratively explore desirable nature futures for the park (Kuiper et al., 2022; 
Annex I/II, Box 3), and a creative participatory visioning process for the high seas (Annex I/II, Box 

 
7 Scenario family: Scenarios that have a similar demographic, societal, economic and technical change storyline 
(IPCC glossary: Glossary of terms on the IPCC-Data Distribution Centre). 

https://www.ipcc.ch/site/assets/uploads/2018/04/4.9a.html#s
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2). Dialogues held with indigenous and local communities as part of the engagement process with the 
NFF also resulted in nature future visions based on perspectives discussed at three regional 
indigenous and local knowledge workshops, and a plenary dialogue session where commonalities 
across the regional visions were identified (Annex I/II, Box 4).  

 3) Pathways 
36. Pathways are descriptions of strategies for moving from the present situation towards a 
predefined vision or set of specified targets. They describe purposive courses of actions that build on 
each other, from short-term to long-term actions into broader transformation (Ferguson et al., 2013; 
Frantzeskaki et al., 2012; Wise et al., 2014). Thus, building and analysing pathways is key to 
evaluating the effectiveness of possible policies or sets of policy options for achieving desirable 
futures for nature and people. For the development of new pathways, the NFF can be combined with 
existing frameworks or methodological approaches. One such framework is the Three Horizons 
Framework and its adaptations, which helps to identify and describe the features of the current system 
that would need to be fostered and those that would need to decline, as well as the transient 
dominance of certain phenomena that, collectively, constitute pathways from the current system to 
particular, desirable visions of the future (Sharpe et al., 2016). A particularly important adaptation is 
the move away from a singular endpoint, to allow for branching pathways based on key decisions or 
extreme or shock events (Pereira et al., 2021a), as well as a recognition of the complex interactions 
and disruptions in the transition pathways (Hebinck et al., 2022). 

37. The use of the NFF in the development of pathways for achieving desirable futures for nature 
and people is an active area of development and innovation. A recent IPBES youth workshop served 
as a pilot for developing NFF-based pathways (report forthcoming). This effort leveraged previous 
work, including the development of NFF-based visions with youth (Rana et al. 2020; Annex I/II Box 
1), existing NFF narratives (Durán et al., 2023; Annex I/III Box 5) and experience in applying the 
NFF and three horizons framework (Kuiper et al., 2022; Annex I/II, Box 3).  

 4) Narratives  
38. Narratives (or scenario narratives) are qualitative descriptions of the future, typically in the 
form of written stories. They communicate the underlying characteristics, general logic and 
developments (including common and specific features) of a scenario. As such, a narrative can be 
used to weave together a vision with a pathway into a coherent story. A narrative can also be outlined 
first, after which a compelling vision and concrete pathway can be developed. Indeed, narratives can 
provide the basis for further development, discussion and dissemination of the ideas behind the 
narrative, for example through the formulation of quantitative scenarios using models. Based on the 
NFF, an unlimited number of narratives of desirable nature futures may be produced.  

39. A narrative family (or scenario family) is a non-exhaustive group of narratives or scenarios 
that correspond to a particular position within the NFF. This provides a means of classifying 
NFF-based scenarios and other existing scenarios into groups with similar assumptions and options to 
facilitate comparison and synthesis for IPBES and other assessments. This is similar to the approach 
of grouping scenarios into ‘scenario archetypes’ that was used in the IPBES Global Assessment and 
Regional Assessments of Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services (IPBES, 2018a; 2018b; 2018c; 2018d; 
2019a; Sitas et al., 2019). Narrative families could also be used to explore how different narratives for 
any single position in the NFF differ in terms of assumptions, options and outcomes for nature, 
nature’s contributions to people, and human well-being. In 2019, the task force developed six 
narratives as illustrative examples (briefly described in Annex I/III, Box 5; and see PBL, 2020; Durán 
et al., 2023). These six narratives, co-developed as part of a narrative development exercise based on 
visioning by consulted stakeholders, reflect just a portion of many possible narratives for particular 
locations in the NFF. These illustrative narratives are not prescriptive for the corresponding locations 
in the NFF and users of the NFF can develop narratives that are best suited for and reflective of their 
locations and context.  

 5) Modelling 
40. Models can be used to assess the consequences of different policy interventions in NFF-based 
scenarios for biodiversity and nature contributions to people (Kim et al., 2023). NFF-based scenarios 
can also be used to examine how policy interventions that lead to changes in nature’s contributions to 
people may result in feedbacks, and for instance reinforce the effect of those policy interventions (for 
example in an urban context, see Mansur et al., 2022). Models can range from correlative 
relationships between variables in a social-ecological system to mechanistic models that can simulate 
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complex social-ecological dynamics through mathematical equations or agent-based modelling 
(IPBES, 2016a; Brown & Rounsevell, 2021). Quantitative modelling does not replace other 
qualitative tools that can be used in the development of NFF-based scenarios (e.g. participatory tools, 
local and expert knowledge). Initial narratives produced with qualitative tools may need to be refined 
in response to results from models, while models themselves may need to be refined to best capture 
key dynamics or priorities informed by local and expert knowledge.  

41. Depending on the time and spatial scales of scenarios, different models may be used to 
develop NFF-based scenarios. For short-term to medium-term projections (years to one decade) and at 
landscape to regional scales, one can explore how different management regimes acting on direct 
drivers may lead to different outcomes for nature and nature’s contributions to people. For instance, 
one could explore three management regimes for a landscape, across the three corners of the NFF 
(O'Connor et al., 2021) and compare them with the current management regime. A map of current 
land-use could be modified in consultation with managers and other key stakeholders, to allocate 
more areas of the landscape to strict nature protection (‘nature for nature’), or nature-based solutions 
(‘nature for society’), or cultural landscapes (‘nature as culture/one with nature’)8. Different levels of 
ambition for each of the NFF-based scenarios could also be explored, for instance by allocating 
increasing proportions of the landscape to one of the management regimes (e.g. Nelson et al., 2009). 
Then biodiversity models that project species’ responses to land-use change could be used to project 
biodiversity, while ecosystem service models that project ecosystem services delivered by different 
biophysical elements could be used to project nature's contributions to people (for a list of models, see 
Kim et al., 2018)9. Economic models can be used to assess costs, benefits and trade-offs for individual 
stakeholders. Long-term scenarios, involving multi-decadal time scales, and often carried out at global 
scales, require that the trajectories of the direct drivers (e.g. land-use and harvest regime) themselves 
are modelled by examining the dynamics and the policy options for indirect drivers (e.g. population 
growth and lifestyle). Dynamics of indirect drivers have been explored for instance in the Shared 
Socioeconomic Pathways (SSPs; van Vuuren et al., 2017) and have been analysed with Integrated 
Assessment Models (IPBES, 2016a) and further explored with biodiversity and ecosystem service 
models (Chaplin-Kramer et al., 2019; Kim et al., 2018). However, the Shared Socioeconomic 
Pathways may not be sufficient to achieve any of the nature futures, and it may be necessary to 
explore more sustainable pathways (e.g. Aguiar et al., 2020). Global modelling studies are also 
important to understand remote impacts and displacement effects (Marques et al., 2019). For further 
details, see Annex I/IV, Box 6. 

 6) Indicators 
42. Indicators are another important tool for scenarios and models. Indicators can be used to 
construct coherent descriptions of narratives in qualitative or quantitative terms. They also enable 
models to quantify the narratives for comparison of various policy options. For the NFF scenarios, an 
integrative use of quantitative and qualitative indicators is needed given the limited availability of 
indicators for certain nature value perspectives, in particular, nature as culture/one with nature. 
Furthermore, indicators can be identified across the elements of the IPBES conceptual framework 
using common and specific features of the NFF and these indicators can be mapped onto policy 
frameworks such as the Kunming-Montreal Global Biodiversity Framework to evaluate and set 
milestones that represent the complex systems dynamics and nexus interactions between diverse 
drivers and nature and nature’s contributions to people (Kim et al., 2023, see Table 1 and 2).  

43. The task force on scenarios and models seeks to catalyse the use of existing indicators and 
identify potential gaps in indicators concerning more comprehensive and inclusive representation of 
diverse nature values in new scenarios. Most current global scenarios and models do not use 
indicators that adequately represent all NFF specific value perspectives. Some ‘missing’ indicators 
relevant for global NFF-based scenarios can be inferred or derived from existing scenarios and 
models, but in other cases, efforts will be required to identify or develop these indicators. However, it 
is not in the mandate of the task force to develop new indicators, rather its role is to identify indicators 
made available such as those identified by the Biodiversity Indicator Partnership and indicators 
derived from the essential biodiversity and ecosystem services variables. Some initial efforts to map 

 
8 The extent to which the characteristics of protected areas, such as types of uses subject to regulation and 
strength of regulation, can be taken into account often depends on the model's capacity and thus requires 
transparent reporting. 
9 Links between biodiversity, ecosystem functioning, and ecosystem services are only partially accounted for in 
the existing assessments, in part, due to the need for more capacities of biodiversity models. For more 
information, please refer to the methodological assessment report on scenarios and models of biodiversity and 
ecosystem services (IPBES, 2016a) and its SPM (IPBES, 2016b). 
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indicators into suites of existing global indicators based on the different specific value perspectives of 
the NFF, including those used for the Convention on Biological Diversity (GEO BON, 2020; Larsson 
et al., 2023) and the Sustainable Development Goals (see Annex I/V, Box 7), have been catalysed by 
the task force members in collaboration with other scientific networks and indigenous community 
members. The initial results show that very few existing indicators represent specific features of the 
nature as culture/one with nature value perspective. One example demonstrated an indicators analysis 
approach through application of the NFF in a spatial prioritization of protected areas in Europe, which 
entailed mapping the diverse values of nature and prioritizing areas where values co-occurred 
(O’Connor et al., 2021).  

 7) Combining methods 
44.  In order to address the challenge of offering useful and relevant information for 
decision-making, it has been suggested that a toolbox of mixed methods for approaches to formulate 
futures is needed for developing scenarios and models for global environmental assessments such as 
those undertaken by IPBES (Pereira et al., 2021a). Such a toolbox of approaches to formulating 
futures that harness complementarities between top-down and bottom-up methods would be better 
able to address current knowledge gaps and would be employed depending on the specific aim that 
they seek to achieve. Based on a review by Muiderman et al., (2020) across research communities 
engaging with futures and anticipatory governance, there is a typology of aims that generally 
underpins scenarios research, of which three are relevant for global environmental assessments: 1) 
risk assessment and mitigation; 2) exploring diverse, possible futures to enhance preparedness; and 
3) collectively envisioning desirable futures. 

45. Table 1 below maps how the different methods relevant to the NFF might offer unique and 
complementary contributions to multi-scale scenarios, based on the three different aims. 

Table 1  
Matrix showcasing toolbox of mixed methods for approaches to formulate futures 
(Adapted from Pereira et al., 2021b) 

Main outcome  Risk assessment Preparedness  
Action mobilisation 
and inclusion  

Approach Method Aim 1: To assess 
risk of plausible 
futures 

Aim 2: To explore 
multiple possible 
futures 

Aim 3: To co-create 
desirable futures 

Top-down 
contributions 
(deductive) 

Integrated 
Assessment Models 

✔   

Illustrative 
narratives/ other 
expert-driven 
scenarios 

 ✔  

Other modelling ✔ ✔  

Bottom-up 
contributions 
(inductive) 

Participatory 
modelling 

✔ ✔ ✔ 

Agent-based 
modelling 

✔ ✔  

Participatory 
scenarios 

✔ ✔ ✔ 

Methods that can 
be adapted across 
multiple scales 

Visioning  ✔ ✔ 

Pathways   ✔ 

Common and 
specific features 

 ✔  

Economic modelling ✔ ✔ ✔ 

Mechanistic 
modelling 

✔   
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 II. Knowledge gaps and future work 
46. The methodological guidance of the NFF is still evolving and should therefore be considered 
as work in progress. Ongoing efforts to apply the NFF to scenario development, and ultimately to 
policymaking, will help catalyse further refinement of the NFF’s methodological guidance and 
associated modelling tools. Users of the NFF, including the modelling community and other 
stakeholders, may be interested in filling some key knowledge gaps, including: 1) developing 
additional illustrative narratives as examples to showcase the plurality of scenario narratives that can 
be created using the NFF (Annex I/III); 2) identifying and using indicators for the NFF that can be 
associated with different specific value perspectives (Annex I/V); 3) addressing knowledge gaps in 
social-ecological feedbacks (Annex I/IV); and 4) advancing current modelling frameworks to 
facilitate the application of the NFF (Annex I/IV). 

47. The task force is not mandated to undertake these activities itself; rather, it aims to catalyse 
them. As shown in figure 1, the involvement of the task force is envisioned to gradually reduce as the 
task force catalyses further work on scenarios and models, and community interest and participation 
increases. Ultimately, the development of NFF-based scenarios across scales, in different regions of 
the world, and in different knowledge systems, will depend on adoption of the NFF by the scientific 
and practitioner communities. Capacity-building efforts are part of that catalysation process, and 
together with the IPBES task force on capacity-building, the task force on scenarios and models will 
consider different methods, such as webinars, downloadable content on the NFF and NFF-based 
scenarios tailored to different audiences. These priorities are envisioned as necessary elements to 
enhance the use of the NFF in supporting ongoing IPBES assessments. Other priorities may, however, 
emerge during the ongoing development and utilisation of NFF-based scenarios by governments and 
the scientific community. 

 III. Concluding remarks 
48. Positive scenarios for nature and people, and the participatory processes involved in their 
development, are needed to facilitate policymaking by governments globally and nationally, and 
decision-making by other stakeholders, that can achieve sustainable futures. The development of such 
new scenarios needs to take into account various perspectives on people’s relationships to nature and 
different stakeholder needs across scales. The NFF provides a framework for doing so. The use of the 
NFF by the scientific community and other stakeholders can lead to the further development, 
identification and utilisation of new qualitative and quantitative scenarios. In turn, increased 
availability of NFF-based scenarios can provide valuable input for future IPBES assessments and 
trigger the much-needed actions and societal transformations towards a desirable future for nature and 
people. 
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Annex I: Additional material to support the Nature Futures Framework 
methodological guidance  

 I. Common and specific features 

 1.1 Description 
Common and specific features are themes or elements that can be used to conceptualise and build 
scenarios at different locations within the NFF. They represent a minimal set of features that are 
compatible with the NFF and needed to build desirable visions of the future. In some cases, these 
features are common across the three NFF specific value perspectives (‘nature for nature’; ‘nature as 
culture/one with nature’ and ‘nature for society’). In other cases, the features are relatively well 
differentiated and are specific to a particular position in the NFF (see figure Annex 1). Scenarios 
based on positions near the centre of the NFF represent a compromise between the three values 
perspectives. Both common and specific features can be either features relating to outcomes or 
features relating to direct and indirect drivers. 

Some of the features that are common to all NFF-based scenarios are related to changes in the direct 
and indirect drivers that are essential for halting and reversing biodiversity loss. For example, many 
studies have shown that keeping global warming to below 2°C, and if possible, to 1.5°C, controlling 
invasive alien species, and substantially reducing pollution from fertilizer and pesticides are essential 
to achieve positive outcomes for nature and nature’s contributions to people (IPBES, 2019a). As such, 
these are essential, common features of any scenarios and modelling efforts that intend to be 
compatible with the NFF. In terms of outcomes for nature and nature’s contributions to people, it is 
possible to identify a few broad objectives that should be met by all NFF-based scenarios. For 
example, there is broad agreement that species extinction rates are currently much higher than in the 
geological past and should be brought down (IPBES, 2019a), that populations of threatened species 
should generally be restored (see figure Annex 1), and that regulating services like nature’s 
contributions to climate change mitigation should be reinforced (Pörtner et al., 2021).  

By contrast, specific features of scenarios should be unique to the position in the NFF triangle, 
reflecting the value perspective (or combination of value perspectives) that are associated with that 
position. As such, specific features can be used to check whether the NFF scenarios developed for a 
study are sufficiently distinct from one another. Examples of specific features include the goal for 
species conservation (in terms of which species are considered to be of most concern for conservation 
and restoration; see figure Annex 1), the dominant economic system (in terms of an emphasis, for 
example, on green growth or post growth), the use of land (in terms of approaches such as land 
sharing or land sparing), and the objectives for protected areas (in terms of an emphasis on strictly 
protected areas for nature or more emphasis on nature’s contributions to people. 
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Figure Annex 1  
The concept of common and specific features illustrated by an example for species conservation. 
All narratives that are derived from the NFF have shared outcomes referred to as common 
features. In this example, the conservation of threatened species should be achieved in all visions 
of the NFF. Narratives are distinguished from one another by their specific features, such as the 
species that are the primary focus of conservation and restoration efforts. 

 

 II. Visioning 

 2.1 Description 
Achieving a future in which people live in harmony with nature requires most societies to reimagine 
their relationship with the biosphere. Visioning can be used to help people imagine a desirable future. 
Once articulated, a vision of the future can be a powerful attractor, or boundary object, to guide 
change processes. However, it is not necessarily easy to imagine what a desirable future for humans 
and nature looks like. People have different ideas, hopes and aspirations for the future, including 
different preferred relationships to nature.  

The NFF can be used as a heuristic device for participatory visioning processes. It can help people 
identify and articulate their own desired relationship with nature and understand the diversity and 
plurality of people's value perspectives of nature. Thus, the NFF ensures that nature is at the centre of 
produced visions, and, importantly, provides a tractable link between the envisioned futures and the 
underpinning values. These visions can then serve as the desired future state of fully-fledged 
NFF-based scenarios to guide planning processes and decision making. Visions can be generated 
around common and specific features, or further specified by mapping common and specific features 
to existing visions. As part of visioning exercises, the NFF can be flexibly used in combination with 
existing participatory methods for the creation of future visions, such as the Manoa mash-up method 
(Pereira et al., 2018; Box 1). 

The three value perspectives are easy to communicate to a wide audience during a participatory 
visioning exercise. By being positioned in the vertices of a triangular space, the value perspectives 
draw attention to being different, without judgement of rightness or wrongness, but emphasising that 
when taken to the extreme, trade-offs of aspirations among these value perspectives are inevitable. 
Indeed, visions generated for the three value perspectives clearly show how very different nature 
futures can be imagined (e.g. see Box 1 and 2). At the same time, the interior space of the triangle 
facilitates the discovery of diversity, relativity, and plurality. In fact, most people will identify with a 
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mix of the three value perspectives. Hence, visions can also be created that express a mix of values 
(e.g. Box 3).  

 2.2 Knowledge gaps on visioning 
Derived from knowledge gaps identified by IPBES assessments (Gasalla et al., 2022; Martin et al., 
2022), the following recommendations for research and practice are proposed: 

1. Co-development of new visions of nature futures that address key components of the IPBES 
conceptual framework (nature, nature’s contributions to people, and good quality of life), 
across diverse socio-ecological contexts and multiple spatial scales, and with diverse stake- 
and knowledge holders, including indigenous peoples, local communities and faith groups. 

2. Co-development of radical, transformative visions of nature futures, bending the curve of 
biodiversity loss and reweaving the web of life.  

3. Co-development of new visions of nature futures that engage with, and make explicit people’s 
diverse values of nature (relational values in particular) and that explore other cultural aspects.  

4. Co-development of new visions that engage with, and make explicit, power, equity and justice 
dimensions, including the intersection with broad top-down management and governance 
regimes. 

5. Co-development of new visions of nature futures for the freshwater and marine biomes.  

6. Co-development of new visions of nature futures that make explicit feedbacks, trade-offs, 
synergies, cross-scale interactions. 

7. Implementation of cross-case assessments to understand shared elements versus context 
specific elements.  

8. Analysis of performance of visions against the SDGs and Kunming-Montreal Global 
Biodiversity Framework to understand how visions, if realised, contribute to achieving global 
environmental goals.  

 2.3 Case study examples on visioning 
The NFF has proven to be an effective tool for facilitating visioning exercises to collaboratively 
imagine desirable nature futures. The NFF has already been used in various settings across the world. 
For example, the NFF was used to create visions of young people during the first IPBES youth 
workshop with youth representatives from all around the globe (Box 1). Other examples include the 
creation of desirable future visions of the high seas (Box 2), collaboratively crafted visions of the 
future of a newly developed national park in the Netherlands (Box 3), and indigenous peoples and 
local communities’ visions as one of the fundamental inputs to the development of the NFF (Box 4). 
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BOX 1 - Nature futures youth workshop (organized by the IPBES task force on capacity 
building - based on paper by Rana et al., 2020) 

Engaging young people is critical in shaping societies’ futures and can help to elevate factors that 
youth consider pivotal and significant. However, younger generations remain insufficiently integrated 
into science-policy and decision-making arenas regarding their future, which is tightly linked to the 
future of the planet (Lim et al., 2017). In order to start addressing this gap, and to increase the 
diversity of stakeholders and disciplines that had been engaged in the NFF, an NFF visioning exercise 
was organised as part of a youth workshop that took place in São Pedro, Brazil from 27 June to 28 
June 2019. The workshop was organised by the IPBES task force on capacity-building, in 
collaboration with the former expert group on scenarios and models, amongst others, and was 
facilitated by IPBES experts and fellows of the Global Assessment, the Americas Regional 
Assessment, and the Europe and Central Asia Regional Assessment (IPBES, 2018b; 2018d; 2019b). 

The facilitators used the NFF as a starting point for the visioning exercise. First, a triangle was drawn 
on the floor to represent the NFF with the three different values of nature: ‘nature for nature’, ‘nature 
for society’ and ‘nature as culture/one with nature’. Participants were asked to reflect on ‘why they 
value nature’, thinking of a particular context and situation, and, based on this, position themselves 
within the triangle. They then paired up in groups of two, with their closest neighbours in the triangle, 
to discuss their respective examples and associated values of nature. Subsequently, the pairs merged 
into groups of four, and so on for further rounds of discussion. This process had two aims: (1) to 
familiarise the participants with the NFF and to facilitate thinking about diverse values of nature and 
how these fit in a desirable future vision; and (2) to divide participants into groups for the visioning 
exercise without pre-allocating them. This method increases the likelihood of affinity between group 
members in terms of how they perceive nature. By ensuring that the full space of the NFF had been 
covered by the four groups, it was hoped that the resulting visions would showcase diverse 
appreciation of values of nature across groups, even if this was not made explicit in the instructions. 
Groups were then allocated a theme (cities, rural landscapes or coastal landscapes) to focus their 
discussions on. They developed their visions, starting with an identification of ‘seeds’ or initiatives 
that they hoped would shape a more desirable future for people and nature, then answering a set of 
questions of what this future could look like and concluding with a presentation of these visions to the 
whole group (adapted Manoa mashup-method from Pereira et al., 2018). 

The groups used the NFF to develop visions of the future that had some similarities, but also 
differences (figure Box 1). For example, the Econetlands vision - with participants from the ‘nature as 
culture/one with nature’ region of the NFF - prominently captured aspects of traditional knowledge 
and indigenous ways of knowing; the Rural Transformers - with participants from the ‘nature for 
society’ region of the NFF - included themes that highlighted instrumental values, where people value 
and conserve nature for a sustained flow of ecosystem services; Iandé Etama - with participants from 
the ‘nature for nature’ region of the NFF - explicitly included aspects of protected areas, which are 
often established to conserve biodiversity for its intrinsic value; and Anthropocene 2.0 - with 
participants from the centre region of the NFF - included transformative behavior change as the key 
leverage point to sustaining nature in the long-term. An interesting commonality across the groups 
was the discussion of the need for alternative economies and new metrics that recognise well-being 
and happiness, moving beyond simply economic growth, and proposing a post-monetary economy. 

The visioning exercise was framed around the NFF and set up around three seeds, but also designed to 
work within a timeframe of 1.5 days. While the methodological approach allowed for more focussed, 
in-depth discussions on certain aspects of the desirable futures, there was insufficient time to capture 
tensions and feedbacks between different NFF specific value perspectives. Further, while this exercise 
was not meant to represent all the diverse voices of the global youth, it can serve as a starting point for 
similar initiatives to take place, possibly led by the participants themselves in their communities. 
There is learning from this workshop on how to invest in participatory processes that tap into the vast 
potential of young people, including researchers. The process in this workshop was unique in that it 
was completely youth-led. Although it seems that there has been little space for the voices of the 
youth to be clearly articulated in intergovernmental processes, initiatives like these, using the NFF, 
are able to take a small step forward in galvanising a more youth-oriented discussion of better futures. 
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Figure Box 1. Graphical representation of the youth visions of desirable nature futures. a) Anthropocene 2.0; b) 
Rural transformers; c) Econetlands; and d) Iandé Etama. Each representation includes an image of each mature 
“seed”, the tweet and the newspaper headline describing what the world would look like in their desirable future. 
Visualisations by Design de Conversas, Brazil. 

 
BOX 2 - Use of the Nature Futures Framework for the High Seas 

The remoteness and vastness of the open ocean has inadvertently created a physical, psychological 
and perhaps even cultural barrier between most cultures and the global ocean. Four decades after the 
UN Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) was ratified, the governance landscape for the 
management of human activities and their impacts in the high seas remains fragmented, sectoral in 
nature, and largely failing to achieve their sustainability mandates. To address the looming gap 
hindering the adoption of a transformative framework that places human-nature relationships at the 
centre of the discussion, a visioning exercise with some key experts on the high seas was undertaken 
using the NFF. The aim of this exercise was to start invigorating a discussion on transformative 
change for more desirable futures for the high seas, which takes multiple values into account and 
allows for nature and people to thrive. 

During the course of 2021, three online workshops (of two sessions each due to time zones) were held 
with 29 participants from diverse backgrounds, ages and geographies, totalling 21 hours of 
engagement. One in-person workshop took place in February 2022 for 4 days of discussions. This 
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expert-driven visioning exercise relied on the exploration of diverse and rich dialogues between key 
stakeholders in the ocean system, with the high seas being the focus. The three online workshops were 
designed around an adapted Three Horizons framework (Sharpe et al., 2016), and aimed at unpacking 
Horizon 1 in the first workshop, Horizon 3 in the second, and Horizon 2 in the third and final online 
workshop. The NFF was the main focus of the second workshop, i.e. the creative visioning of a more 
desirable, transformed future for the high seas. A pilot workshop to test the method was also run, 
resulting in seven final visions. The method bridged a ‘seeds’ approach with science-fiction 
prototyping: participants had been asked to fill in a questionnaire beforehand outlining a process, 
initiative or way of seeing the world that was currently marginal, but that they thought could 
contribute to a better future for the high seas. After sharing this ‘seed’ idea, participants were placed 
into groups based on where in the NFF their seed initiative most resonated and then tasked to envision 
a future that builds on these seeds, and to develop a short science-fiction narrative to help describe 
what this world looked like. In order to push the participants to think about a much more radical 
future, seven characters were developed, each with a bit more of an affinity to a particular corner. The 
stories are available in their entirety in the paper by Pereira et al. (2022a). The final workshop report 
(Pereira et al., 2022b) provides more substance to the methods and outcomes of the workshop, but to 
give a flavour of what resulted, the names of the groups offer an indication of their core components 
(table Box 2). Artwork was also commissioned to give a visual sense of what futures were emerging 
from the discussions (figure Box 2). 

Table Box 2: Scenario names for the High Seas future visions. 
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Figure Box 2. Graphical representations of High Seas futures: top left - nature for nature, top right - nature for 
society, bottom - nature as culture/one with nature, ©CareCreative 

 
BOX 3 - Using the NFF to explore desirable nature futures of National Park Hollandse Duinen  

National Park Hollandse Duinen in the Netherlands is being developed in one of the most densely 
populated regions of Europe. It aims to showcase how humans and nature can coexist. The surface 
area of the park is ~450 km2 and covers the entire coastline of the province of Zuid Holland, including 
sea, beaches, dunes and forests, but also agriculture, infrastructure and cities. The development of the 
national park occurred bottom-up. A diverse group of local land managers and other stakeholders 
recognised that, in the face of Anthropocene pressures, the preservation of high biodiversity values in 
this unique landscape requires an integrated and collective effort and started exploring new ways of 
interacting with each other and with nature.  

In 2019, the NFF was applied to structure a participatory visioning process to inform the bottom-up 
development of National Park Hollandse Duinen (Kuiper et al., 2022). The process, collaboratively 
designed by researchers and key stakeholders, combined the NFF with the Three Horizons 
framework, a foresight tool for collaborative exploration of transformative change (Sharpe et al., 
2016), and the Sustainable Development Goals. The purpose was to envision desirable futures for the 
national park, explore transformational pathways to get there, and assess the potential contribution to 
the Agenda 2030.  

More specifically, the NFF was used as a tool to help stakeholders identify and articulate their own 
desired relationship with nature, understand the diversity and plurality of people’s perspectives on 
nature, and identify shared values as fertile grounds for the development of rich, pluralistic visions in 
which multiple values of nature are enhanced. The Three Horizons Framework was used to explore 
transformative pathways, connecting the visions to the present. An SDG target analysis was used to 
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assess how the envisioned futures of the national park would benefit the 2030 Agenda. This case 
provides an example of the application of the NFF in an ‘on the ground’ development process; an 
example of how the nature as culture/one with nature perspective is understood in a Western-
European setting; an example of how visions can be built up from value expressions from across the 
NFF space, instead of creating visions that represent a specific area of the NFF. 

The ‘nature as culture/one with nature’ perspective was appreciated by the participants because it 
extended existing discussions on the dichotomy between intrinsic and instrumental values, opening-
up a broader appreciation of nature based on which new partnerships between stakeholders could be 
explored. The visions that emerged facilitated a discussion of trade-offs and opportunities for 
synergies in the area of the National Park. Through the participants, these discussions fed into the 
development of a landscape strategy document that was presented in 2020, which in turn paved the 
way for the first implementation program 2021-2025. Both documents (in Dutch) can be retrieved 
from the website of National Park Hollandse Duinen (www.nationaalparkhollandseduinen.nl). 
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BOX 4 - Indigenous peoples and local communities’ visions as a bedrock for the development of 
the NFF and the operationalisation of its value perspectives  

The NFF was developed with close involvement by indigenous peoples and local communities (IPLC) 
from the beginning. Its inclusion of relational values of nature as one of the three specific value 
perspectives was a result of strong IPLC participation in the first stakeholder workshop in 2017 where 
seven desirable nature future visions were developed – visions which the task force later used to 
derive the NFF. Indigenous participants in this workshop decided to form one thematic group and 
developed a vision that strongly reflected relational values of nature. Their vision featured a world 
where “human-nature relations are based on reciprocity, harmony and relationality supported by 
educational systems infused by these values”, where “food is predominantly produced in bio-
culturally diverse and autonomous local food systems” and where “strong cultural institutions ensure 
respectful sharing among diverse knowledge systems and governance systems share universal 
recognition of local small producers and indigenous peoples’ sovereignty over territories, resources 
and knowledge” (Lundquist et al., 2017).  

The task force found in its subsequent stakeholder interactions strong receptivity from a range of 
stakeholders beyond indigenous communities for the ‘nature as culture/one with nature’ perspective 
that encapsulates relational values in the NFF (PBL, 2019a; PBL, 2020; Pereira et al., 2020). Such 
broad support illustrates the value of indigenous and local knowledge for the broader work of IPBES 
and nature conservation. Much work remains, with one significant challenge being the 
operationalisation of the “nature as culture/one with nature” specific value perspective as it is almost 
entirely absent in existing global nature-related indicators, scenarios and models.10 A key element of 
developing indigenous scenarios is identifying and harnessing those tools which already exist, and are 
accessible and easily applied to new contexts, as well as those which are not well known, and are 
difficult to apply outside of their original context.  

Involving IPLC in the subsequent work to operationalise relational values in the NFF is of paramount 
importance and the task force on scenarios and models is actively seeking such involvement, for 
example through regular dialogue with the IPBES task force on indigenous and local knowledge. In 
2021 the two task forces jointly organised an online workshop on scenarios and the NFF, with 
participation of indigenous and local knowledge holders. The dialogues ran over four days with 
regional sessions and a final plenary session. The workshop objectives were to engage IPLC in 
reviewing the draft NFF and its methodological guidance and to work with IPLC to start building 
regional-scale scenarios of futures, both as a capacity building exercise for IPLC to develop scenarios 
in their communities, and to inform future IPBES assessments and work on scenarios and models. 
While local scale NFF scenarios may be most relevant for IPLC in representing the different and 
diverse worldviews held by different IPLC, the regional scale was chosen for the dialogues as a way 
of engaging participants in this new scenarios framework, as most of them represented different IPLC. 

IPLC participant feedback is critical for co-designing future scenarios with shared conceptual and 
methodological frameworks, using innovative tools of co-learning and combinations of diverse 
visions. Participants’ feedback included appreciation of being able to see ‘people’s contribution to 
nature’ in the nature as culture/one with nature perspective and of the potential of the NFF to create a 
dialogue across value systems and also be a helpful awareness-raising tool for IPLC. Key messages 
from participants were that: IPLC cannot create future pathways without also considering past and 
present; future projections are essential to try to understand the complexity of the universe without 
placing the human being at the centre of it; indigenous conceptualizations of time can be more in the 
forms of cycles rather than linear trajectory; and that many science-based scenarios and models are 
based on achieving targets or attaining novel future states, whereas indigenous peoples may be aiming 
for maintaining and revitalising cultural practices, and a preference of minimal change.11 It was also 
mentioned that while IPLC envision their own futures, it is important for them to know the visions of 
scientists and engage in co-production of scenarios. Such co-production, however, may require new 

 
10 The task force has noticed this gap in its interactions with the scientific modelling community and in its 
analysis of existing indicators. For an exception, see Schröter et al. (2020). Global indigenous visions and 
scenarios can, however, be found in the Local Biodiversity Outlook 2 (Forest Peoples Programme et al. (2020)) 
and there are many documented local examples of indicator development in indigenous communities, see 
e.g. Sterling et al. (2017). There are also efforts emerging among modellers working with the NFF that include 
the “nature as culture/one with nature” perspective (Pereira et al., 2013). 
11 An example of current analysis of the future from indigenous Mayan communities from Mexico: 
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fsufs.2021.618453/full. 

https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fsufs.2021.618453/full
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methods, and the IPLC perceptions of time and human-nature relations discussed should be central in 
such work.12 

Following up on the 2021 dialogue workshops, the two task forces held a second joint indigenous and 
local knowledge dialogue workshop in Leticia, Colombia in February 2023, on the transformative 
change assessment and scenarios of the future. In recognition of the synergies between these themes, 
the workshop was designed around visioning and pathways-building exercises, combining the 
scenario-building methods with the topics covered in each of the chapters of the transformative 
change assessment. During the workshop, there were further discussions of indigenous and local 
knowledge and scenarios, including how to address IPLC scenarios in on-going and future IPBES 
assessments. This further dialogue workshop included local as well as global IPLC participants to 
inform both local and regional/global elements to guide co-development of further IPLC scenarios. 

 
Figure Box 4. Representation of the Africa session of the 2021 dialogue workshop, created by Anjali Choudhary 
(IPBES, 2021). 

 
12 For a detailed description of the workshop see IPBES (2021).  
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 III. Narratives 

 3.1 Description 
Narratives (or scenario narratives) are qualitative descriptions of the future, describing the underlying 
characteristics, general logic and developments, typically in the form of written stories. Narratives 
provide the framework for further development, discussion and dissemination of the ideas behind the 
narrative, for example by formulation of quantitative scenarios using models. Based on the NFF an 
unlimited number of narratives of desirable nature futures may be produced. Captured in the narrative 
can be a vision, common and specific features, and a pathway that links the present to the vision 
through actions.  

A narrative family is a non-exhaustive group of narratives that correspond to a particular position 
within the NFF. All narratives within a narrative family should be coherent with the corresponding 
NFF specific value perspectives and specific features aligned with these. This provides a means of 
classifying NFF-based scenarios and other existing scenarios into groups with similar assumptions to 
facilitate comparison and synthesis for IPBES and other assessments. Narratives based on the Nature 
for Nature value perspective describing the future of the high seas (Pereira et al., 2022; Box 2) or the 
future of urban areas (Mansur et al., 2022) may fall in the same narrative family. This is similar to the 
approach of grouping scenarios into ‘scenario archetypes’ that was used in the IPBES Global 
Assessment and Regional Assessments of Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services (IPBES, 2018a; 
2018b; 2018c; 2018d; 2019a; Sitas et al., 2019). Narrative families could also be used to explore how 
different narratives for any single position in the NFF differ in terms of assumptions and outcomes for 
nature, nature’s contributions to people, and human well-being. The most distinct narrative families 
are located at the three vertices of the NFF (figure Box 5). Other possible narrative families could 
correspond to intermediate positions between the vertices and at the centre of the Framework. 

IPBES will not develop a specific set of narratives based on the NFF. Rather the IPBES task force on 
scenarios and models envisions that narratives will be developed by different scientific communities 
and other stakeholders, which can serve as input to upcoming IPBES assessments. However, the task 
force has developed six narratives as illustrative examples that are described briefly in Box 5 and are 
explained in detail in Durán et al. (2023) (preliminary versions of these illustrative narratives are also 
described in PBL (2020)). Each of these six narratives, co-developed as part of a narrative 
development exercise, reflect just one of many possible narratives for particular locations in the NFF, 
and are not prescriptive for narratives in those locations in the NFF. The flexibility of the NFF allows 
others to create narratives that utilise elements particular to their own sociocultural, economic and 
political context for that particular location in the framework, within the constraints of the common 
and specific features for that location (figure Annex 1). 

Collaboration amongst disciplines, including social sciences and humanities, and modelling 
communities, and with stakeholders, including indigenous peoples, local communities and faith 
groups, can assist in identifying narratives that represent the pathways for the transformative changes 
that are required to achieve local, regional, national, and/or international targets for nature, nature’s 
contributions to people and good quality of life, and to co-explore desirable and feasible solutions/ 
arrangements between actors. This collaboration can further be of benefit to the development of a new 
generation of scenarios and associated indicators and can facilitate dialogue between different 
stakeholders to contribute to conflict resolution and to inform and give voice to those interested 
parties whose input is often marginalised in these decisions. 

 3.2 Knowledge gaps on narratives 
The process of creating illustrative narratives using the NFF highlighted one of many possible 
methods for operationalising the framework (Durán et al., 2023; PBL, 2020) that could be expanded 
to apply the NFF to diverse sociocultural and geographical contexts. Many of the knowledge gaps 
identified for visioning (section 2.2) also apply to narratives. More areas for future engagement and 
illustrative narrative development include: 

1. Use of NFF-based narratives to engage diverse communities to explore and identify 
transformative interventions and sustainability solutions  

A given narrative might be consistent with a range of potentially transformative options, 
such as different economic concepts like post-growth, degrowth, circular economy, and 
decoupling, as well as different knowledge systems and ways of thinking about human-
nature relations. These options can be harnessed to inform the development of narratives that 
represent potentially transformative futures. At the same time, NFF-based narratives can also 
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serve to unpack existing concepts such as continued, but ‘green’ growth, by exploring what 
would be required to enable this development pathway and by describing the future that 
might emerge. Using NFF-based narratives enable further exploration of possible actions and 
pathways to achieve transformative change as presented in Table SPM.1 of the IPBES 
Global Assessment (IPBES, 2019a). Creative engagement that leverages the imagination is 
increasingly recognised as an important capacity to mobilise in the global assessment 
community and more can be done to enable its uptake for the formulation of diverse futures. 

2. Articulation and assessment of the different values ascribed to nature and nature’s 
contributions to people within the NFF  

A strength of the NFF is that it accommodates a multitude of different specific value 
perspectives, but delineating what falls outside the framework’s triangle and ensuring 
consistency among NFF-based scenarios are challenging, as existing scenario approaches 
often focus on drivers and consequences that are outside of that triangle. It is important to 
realise that the inside of the triangle is relative to the three corners, that relativity (of goals, 
targets, and mechanisms for change) needs to be maintained, and that the framework can be 
used to identify both synergies and trade-offs between different specific value perspectives. 
While narratives based on the corners of the NFF triangle may be particularly useful to show 
contrasts and illuminate trade-offs, narratives based on the centre space may be developed to 
highlight how value perspectives, or associated policy options, may reinforce each other to 
produce synergies. 

3. Appreciation and engagement with the diverse range of values of nature and visions of the 
future as highlighted by the IPBES values assessment  

While the aim of the NFF is to allow for a plurality of perspectives to emerge, these 
perspectives are ultimately narrowed down as soon as scenarios are created. It is important to 
recognise that the illustrative narratives do not imply a singular, restrictive story to capture a 
particular perspective. Encouraging variations to the stories created by different groups in 
different spaces is one way to address this. 

 3.3 Case study examples on narratives 
Various case studies have developed short narratives based on the NFF, mostly to describe future 
visions (e.g. see Mansur et al., 2022; Pereira et al., 2022b, Box 5). To show how the NFF may be used 
to generate diverse narratives of nature futures, the IPBES task force on scenarios and models has 
created six ‘illustrative narratives’ (Box 5).  
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BOX 5 Brief illustrative narrative examples 

Summary description of the six illustrative narratives developed by the IPBES task force on scenarios 
and models through an iterative, co-development process (source: Durán et al., 2023; titles and 
characteristics are subject to change; for full descriptions of the narratives, please refer to the paper). 
The illustrative narratives were created at the corners and edges of the NFF so that they are clearly 
different while still all holding nature at the core (figure Box 5). Indeed, scenarios are typically 
created to provide contrasts, to open-up for a wide range of future possibilities while illuminating 
implications and trade-offs so that these can be properly evaluated. It does mean that these illustrative 
narratives are on the edge of what people generally may still consider to be desirable. Also, by 
focusing on the corners and edges, no narratives are presented that represent the middle of the NFF 
space whilst such narratives could highlight how value perspectives may reinforce each other. 
Additional illustrative narratives may be created that focus more on synergies than trade-offs. 

Optimising nature 

- ‘Nature for society’  

A highly connected world that shares knowledge and technology to maximise efficient and 
sustainable utilisation of nature’s contributions to people while ensuring maintenance of the key 
ecosystem functions that underpin them. 

Key words: eco-efficiency, green growth, smart cities, urban-rural integration, land-sharing, optimised 
ecosystem services, engineered ecosystems 

Reciprocal stewardship 

- ‘Nature as culture/one with nature’ 

In this world, values of reciprocity and harmony drive the relationships of humans with nature at all 
levels of human organisation. Biological and cultural diversity are co-conserved and co-managed 
across a wide range of interconnected bio-cultural systems. 

Key words: bio-cultural heritage, stewardship, commons, post-growth, cultural landscapes, 
engineered ecosystems, self-sufficient settlements 

Arcology 

- ‘Nature for nature’  

People respect and value all life on Earth intrinsically. This world is characterised by extreme land-
sparing as vast areas of land and sea are strictly protected from human interventions. People live in 
dense self-sustaining urban areas designed to minimise the role of humans in the biosphere.  

Key words: planetary stewardship, post-growth, smart cities, blue-green infrastructure, protected area, 
large scale ecological dynamics, rewilding, self-sufficient settlements  

Innovative commons 

- Balancing ‘nature for society’ and ‘nature as culture/one with nature’ 

People have built a world of innovative ecological commons and live in interconnected green-blue 
cities and rural settlements across land- and seascapes. People use their local and traditional 
knowledge, and technology, to manage and expand the use of ecosystems and biodiversity and to also 
enhance their culture. 

Key words: bio-cultural heritage, commons, post-growth, blue-green infrastructure, urban-rural 
integration, cultural landscapes, land-sharing, optimised ecosystem services  

Dynamic futures 

- Balancing ‘nature as culture/one with nature’ and ‘nature for nature’ 

Dynamic, connected and biodiverse ecosystems are valued to allow traditions and culture, spiritual 
values and connections to be re-established and new ones to be shaped. Society accommodates the 
dynamics of nature through both traditional and innovative lifestyles which take into consideration 
cultural heritage and traditional ecological knowledge, by for example, allowing space for migrations. 

Key words: planetary stewardship, post-growth, urban-rural integration, engineered ecosystems, large 
scale ecological dynamics, rewilding, self-sufficient settlements 
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Sharing through sparing  

- Balancing ‘nature for nature’ and ‘nature for society’  

People favour the utilisation of nature but also value and protect the self-regulating capacity of the 
biosphere as biodiversity and natural processes provide the resilience that enables humanity to stay 
within planetary boundaries. While sparing space for nature, remaining areas are used intensively but 
efficiently and sustainably. 

Key words: eco-efficiency, green growth, blue-green infrastructure, urban-rural integration, optimised 
ecosystem services, protected area, engineered ecosystems, rewilding 

 
Figure Box 5. Placement of the illustrative narrative examples within the NFF. The illustrative narratives were 
created to provide methodological guidance and inspiration for using the NFF. They show how diverse, 
pluralistic narratives may be produced out of the NFF. As the NFF does not capture the full variety of people-
nature relationships as perceived by the different cosmologies and world-views of people (as depicted in the 
right-hand part of figure 2), neither do the narratives produced from them. 
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 IV. Modelling and social-ecological feedbacks 

 4.1 Description 
Models can be used to assess the consequences of different policy interventions in NFF-based 
scenarios and/or explore the plausible pathways towards achieving alternative sustainable and 
desirable futures envisioned through NFF. Models can range from qualitative descriptions of causal 
relationships between the states of different components of a social-ecological system, to quantitative 
models based on statistical or correlative relationships between variables or indicators in the 
social-ecological system, and to mechanistic models that can simulate complex social-ecological 
dynamics through mathematical equations or agent-based modelling (IPBES, 2016a). The choice of 
modelling approaches to develop NFF-based scenarios depend on the time and spatial scales of 
scenarios and the objectives of building the scenarios. The choices of models are not mutually 
exclusive, application of multiple modelling approaches can complement each other and/or enable the 
exploration of model uncertainties. For example, exploring the outcomes of different biodiversity 
conservation and ecosystem services management policies for nature and nature’s contributions to 
people often requires short-term to medium-term projections (years to one decade) at landscape to 
regional scales (Box 7). Scenarios of conservation and management regimes for a land- or sea- scape 
that are developed based on different NFF perspectives can be compared with the current 
management regime. An example of such NFF-based policy scenario may include strict nature 
protection (‘nature for nature’), or nature-based solutions (‘nature for society’), or cultural land-
/seascapes (‘nature as culture/one with nature’). Qualitative systems modelling approaches can be 
applied to co-develop models describing the social-ecological systems and their dynamics under 
different NFF-based scenarios with stakeholders, right-holders, knowledge-holders and decision 
makers. Such qualitative modelling could provide insights into the complex interactions between 
components of the natural and human systems and their relationship with the values and cultures of 
people, including potential trade-offs, constraints, co-benefits associated with the NFF-based policy 
scenarios. Meanwhile, quantitative models that project biodiversity responses and ecosystem services 
delivered by different biophysical elements under NFF-based scenarios could project biodiversity and 
nature's contributions to people (for a list of models, see Kim et al., 2018; and for examples of 
scenario development at local and global scales, see Nelson et al., 2009 and Chaplin-Kramer et al., 
2019). This approach allows users of the framework to explore the specific features associated with 
each NFF-based scenario. It can also be used to explore the relationship between different 
distributions of biodiversity features in a landscape and the resulting nature’s contributions to people 
(Rieb et al., 2017). 

Long-term scenarios, involving multi-decadal time scales, and often carried out at global scales, 
require that the trajectories of the direct drivers (e.g. land-use and harvest regime) themselves are 
modelled by examining the dynamics and the policy options for indirect drivers (e.g. population 
growth and lifestyle). Dynamics of indirect drivers have been explored for instance in the Shared 
Socioeconomic Pathways (SSPs) (van Vuuren et al., 2017) and have been analysed with Integrated 
Assessment Models (IPBES, 2016a). NFF-based scenarios associated with specific features can be 
combined with different Shared Socioeconomic Pathways (SSPs) and with an assessment of the 
common features of indirect drivers required to achieve different NFF-based scenarios and levels of 
ambition for positive outcomes for biodiversity or nature’s contributions to people. In some way, this 
approach is similar to the combination of Shared Socioeconomic Pathways (SSPs) and Relative 
Concentration Pathways (RCPs) used to explore climate change scenarios (Riahi et al., 2017). 
However, the common features associated with indirect drivers required to meet a given level of 
positive outcomes for an NFF-based scenario may require the modification of the Shared 
Socioeconomic Pathways (see Box 6). For instance, it may be that only certain demographic and 
lifestyle trajectories are consistent with specific NFF-based interventions on direct drivers that lead to 
positive trajectories for biodiversity or nature’s contributions to people. Finally, long-term scenarios 
can also be used to close social-ecological feedback loops, at the local or global scale. This is 
important because coupled social-ecological dynamics may lead to the reinforcement of regime shifts 
(Figueiredo & Pereira, 2011; Scheffer, 2009). Here, NFF-based scenarios can be used to examine how 
policy interventions that lead to changes in nature’s contributions to people may result in feedbacks, 
and for instance reinforce the effect of those policy interventions (for example in an urban context, see 
Mansur et al., 2022).  

Quantitative modelling does not replace other qualitative tools that can be used in the development of 
NFF-based scenarios (e.g. participatory tools, local and expert knowledge), and they should be used 
complementarily. Initial narratives produced with qualitative tools may need to be refined in response 
to results from models, while models themselves may need to be refined to best capture key dynamics 
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or priorities informed by local and expert knowledge. This can result in an iterative cycle of scenario 
development (Dietze et al., 2018) where narratives are refined with modelling results until a 
consistent set of narratives is produced. 

Through stakeholder and expert workshops and consultations, the former IPBES expert group and 
current task force on scenarios and models are developing modelling approaches for NFF-based 
scenarios to support policy processes, a part of which has been presented in a paper (Kim et al., 2023, 
PBL, 2019a; PBL, 2019b). 

 4.2 Knowledge gaps on modelling 
The NFF’s multi-scale and multi-perspective approach and focus on dynamic interactions between 
humans and nature demands advancement from existing modelling frameworks. Such advancement 
and development would facilitate the application of the NFF to tackle key questions on nature, 
nature’s contributions to people and quality of life, particularly in relation to the nexus between 
different global and local changes, telecoupling, and projections of transformative actions. Specific 
suggestions for future research include (see also Rosa et al., 2020 and IPBES, 2016a): 

1. Development of integrated assessment models that represent the dynamic interactions between 
social (including economic components) and ecological systems (as detailed in section 4.3); 

2. Practices in multi-scale modelling that account for diverse drivers and policy responses at 
multiple spatial, organisational and temporal scales (Carpenter et al., 2009); 

3. Development of linkages between qualitative models and tools (e.g. Moon et al., 2019) and 
quantitative models; 

4. Integration of the use of local and traditional knowledge together with scientific knowledge in 
modelling (Tengö et al., 2014); 

5. Integration of biodiversity time series monitoring into calibration of biodiversity models 
(Ferrier et al., 2017), to overcome current reliance on space for time distribution with static 
biodiversity data. Changes to collecting time series data and developing long-term monitoring 
also need to be implemented, particularly in regions with insufficient data; 

6. Connection of biodiversity at multiple levels, to nature’s contributions to people, and of 
nature’s contributions to people to human demand for those services and their relative 
contribution to human wellbeing (Chaplin-Kramer et al., 2019); 

7. Improvement in the ability to incorporate relational values and intangible values of nature in 
scenarios and models (Schröter et al., 2020); 

8. Models of the influence of societal barriers and challenges, entrenched interests and power 
dynamics in society; 

9. Development of approaches to modelling that are inclusive, diverse and equitable and that 
leverage stakeholder engagement. 

In combination, these knowledge gaps reflect the various aspects of the methodological guidance of 
the NFF that require further development. 

 4.3 Knowledge gaps on social-ecological feedbacks 
The IPBES Global Assessment identified ‘improved understanding of social-ecological interactions 
and associated positive and negative feedbacks across space and time’ as a key knowledge gap. These 
social-ecological feedbacks are rarely included in current scenarios frameworks, and include 
interactions in which social, economic, and ecological variables mutually influence each other. 
Feedback can amplify or dampen change, consequently understanding feedbacks is essential to 
building scenarios that focus on change. Whether a particular feedback is judged to be useful or 
harmful depends on the values attached to the processes it is amplifying or dampening. 

A wide variety of feedbacks are integral aspects for the development of many new scenarios for 
nature, but understanding of social-ecological dynamics is highly uneven. While researchers have 
extensively documented the many ways social dynamics shape nature and biodiversity, there is much 
less understanding of how ecological change feeds back to influence social dynamics. However, there 
is a greater understanding of economic and agricultural feedbacks that are strongly related to the 
‘nature for society’ perspective. There is much less knowledge of feedbacks related to social and 
cultural dynamics associated with the ‘nature as culture/one with nature’ perspective or the 
stewardship and ecological dynamics related to the ‘nature for nature’ perspective. 
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Fisheries research provides an example of this unevenness. There is a long history of studying and 
modelling how different types of fishing interact with each other and with fish population dynamics to 
influence catch, who benefits from the fishery, and what fishing approaches grow or shrink. These 
feedbacks strongly relate to ‘nature for society’ values (i.e. fish as a resource). There is less research 
on how social institutions use ceremony to maintain cultural fishing practices, that have sustainable 
and fair ways to cope with fish population fluctuations, while maintaining social institutions and 
cultural practices. Some specific models have included such feedbacks, which relate to ‘nature as 
culture/one with nature’ (i.e. fish as culture), but such approaches have not been widely used. 
Furthermore, research on fisheries has focussed on individual species, and while there are many calls 
for ecosystem-based management, there is still poor understanding on how multiple human processes 
are shaping the mechanisms that sustain fish populations, such as marine food webs, marine 
biogeochemistry, river flows, and benthic communities, as well as on feedbacks that are important for 
‘nature for nature’ values.  

Social-ecological feedbacks can drive or slow change, so it is important to include these feedbacks 
within NFF-based scenarios and models that aim to identify pathways towards the Convention on 
Biological Diversity goal of “living in harmony with nature”. Knowledge of social-ecological 
feedbacks is rapidly developing, however there are multiple knowledge gaps that should be addressed 
by the scientific community and other relevant stakeholders to achieve the goals of the Global 
Biodiversity Framework. Suggestions for further development include: 

1. Identification of key feedbacks that need to be included in NFF-based scenarios, and the 
preparation of guidance on to how to include the complexity of feedbacks across the different 
value perspectives. 

2. Exploration of feedbacks that are often missing from models, particularly feedbacks that are 
important for the ‘nature for nature’ and ‘nature as culture/one with nature’ perspectives. 
More effort is needed to produce models that represent multiple types of feedbacks from these 
different specific value perspectives. 

3. Inclusion of a wider variety of human behaviour in models is needed to capture important 
social-ecological feedbacks. Doing this requires developing approaches that can model 
psychological, cognitive, cultural, and social processes, which create a sense of place or 
stewardship, across people and regions.  

4. Development of a trans-disciplinary approach to identify and analyse feedbacks that functions 
effectively across knowledge systems, and development of understanding on how feedbacks 
vary regionally as a result of historical, ecological, geographic, cultural, social, technological, 
and economic factors, as requirements for creating new, desirable scenarios for nature. 

5. Identification of mutually reinforcing feedbacks between multiple values of nature that have 
the potential to produce synergies among multiple values. 

6. Identification of key feedbacks for different places and systems (including methods for 
stakeholders to identify such feedbacks), which could be reflected in scenarios and modelling 
applications for informing decisions. 

7. Development of guidance for modelling social-ecological feedbacks that act across scales, 
including how to integrate cross-scale and tele-coupled dynamics into NFF-based scenarios. 
This requires better combined understanding of ecological tele-connections, such as 
contagious disturbances, species migration and long-distance movement, and social tele-
connections, such as human migration, supply chains, and media. 

 4.4 Case study examples on modelling 
BOX 6 – Implementing the NFF with existing global scenario frameworks: The case of Shared 
Socioeconomic Pathways 

Shared Socioeconomic Pathways (SSPs) are scenarios of projected socioeconomic developments to 
2100, incorporating human population trends, economic growth, urbanisation, etc. They are used 
together with the Representative Concentration Pathways (RCPs) of climate change scenarios to 
explore a range of climate and development pathways (Popp et al., 2017). There are five SSPs: SSP1 
Sustainability (Taking the Green Road, see van Vuuren et al., 2017); SSP2: Middle of the Road; 
SSP3: Regional Rivalry (A Rocky Road); SSP4: Inequality (A Road divided), and SSP5: Fossil-
fuelled Development (Taking the Highway; see Riahi et al., 2017). However, except for the SSP1, 
SSP scenarios do not account for biodiversity conservation or the interaction between biodiversity and 
climate (O’Neill et al., 2014). In this context, NFF scenarios can be regarded as extensions of the 
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SSP1 that explore a diversity of futures that are focused on environmental sustainability and human 
wellbeing. Furthermore, the NFF complements the SSPs by explicating diverse value perspectives on 
nature in co-developing the visions, narratives, modelling frameworks, and indicators used in 
informing decisions. The NFF aspires to overcome the limitations of SSP scenarios through more 
integrative analysis across a broader range of drivers, sectors and policies by exploring and modelling 
the future of human and natural systems in relation to the three specific value perspectives for nature. 
The SSP framework is currently being applied in the marine environment to assess the future of the 
fisheries sector (Cheung, 2019; Cheung & Oyinlola, 2019; Maury et al., 2017) by attributing one or 
multiple NFF specific value perspectives to the SSP scenarios and expanding the range of drivers, 
sectors, and policies that are included. Modelling approaches could range from heuristic to 
dynamically-coupled integrated models (Cheung & Oyinlola, 2019). 

Along these lines, a collaborative consortium project including experts working with integrated 
assessment models, the SHAPE project (Sustainable development pathways achieving Human 
well-being while safeguarding the climate And Planet Earth (SHAPE); see http://shape-project.org/), 
has put in place a process to co-create a new generation of target-seeking global scenarios called the 
Sustainable Developing Pathways (SDPs). The SDPs are an evolution of SSP1 that aims to 
simultaneously achieve the Sustainable Development Goals in 2030 and the climate targets set out in 
the Paris Agreement (Soergel et al., 2021; van Vuuren et al., 2022). The narratives for the SDPs 
followed an innovative co-designing approach (Aguiar et al., 2020), in which the NFF was used as a 
basis for the multiple perspectives about nature embedded in the alternative scenarios (Aguiar et al., 
2021; Aguiar et al., 2022). 

 V. Indicators 

 5.1 Description 
There are different ways to identify indicators in the development of NFF-based scenarios, reflecting 
the diversity of ways to develop these scenarios (see examples in boxes). The selection and the role of 
indicators in NFF-based and other scenarios vary considerably with their intended use and it is 
important to consider the constraints in data availability and accessibility of indicators that many 
countries (and communities) will face. Countries need to work with data they have available, but it is 
advisable to scan relevant indicators across the wide range of data sources that are collected regularly 
including those beyond nature conservation. When aiming to co-develop scenarios for planning and 
decision making in a community setting, existing, i.e. community produced data could take priority 
and be used to inform indicator development. 

Some initial efforts have been made to align indicators in existing global indicator lists with the 
different specific value perspectives of the NFF, including those used for the Convention on 
Biological Diversity’s Aichi targets, the Sustainable Development Goals, indicators made available by 
the Biodiversity Indicator Partnership and additional indicators derived from the Indigenous 
Navigator and the Local Biodiversity Outlook 2. This is work in progress, see Larsson et al., (2023) 
and table Annex 1. 

These indicators can support scenario development by providing historical trends and facilitate 
dialogue on projections to the future on a range of common and specific features for each of the NFF 
specific value perspectives. These indicators can be used in scoring and mapping systems or places 
comparatively or across time within the NFF triangle space. The indicators approach followed by the 
IPBES task force on knowledge and data and the authors of the IPBES values assessment, including 
indigenous and local knowledge indicators, can also be used as reference in the development of 
NFF-based scenarios (IPBES, 2022). Indicators can be identified across the elements of the IPBES 
conceptual framework and across the three NFF specific value perspectives in the context of the focal 
research or policy question (see Tables 1 and 2 of Kim et al., 2023 for illustrative examples). Then 
using those indicators, systems or places can be assessed on their status and trends towards different 
policy targets.  

http://shape-project.org/
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Table Annex 1.  
Examples of indicators from the Biodiversity Indicator Partnership and their preliminary 
alignment with NFF value perspectives 
NFF Perspective ID Indicator Name 
Nature for nature IPBES H11 Living Planet Index 

IPBES C21 Species Protection Index 
Nature for society BIP11 SDG6.4.2 Level of water stress: Freshwater withdrawal as a 

proportion of available freshwater resources 
IPBES C14 Estimated Fish Catch 
IPBES C9 MSC Certified Catch 

Nature as culture/ 
One with nature 

BIP 93 Index of linguistic diversity 

 
Furthermore, indicators can be used to measure the effectiveness of different interventions in 
mitigating impacts of direct and indirect drivers, using representative indicators mapped to different 
NFF value perspectives (see Box 7). In some cases, these indicators may be outputs of scenarios and 
models. Currently, global scenarios and models do not use indicators that adequately represent all 
NFF value perspectives. Some ‘missing’ indicators relevant for NFF-based scenarios can be inferred 
or derived from existing scenarios and models, but in other cases, efforts will be required to identify 
or develop new indicators (e.g. indicators linking biodiversity and human health). In particular, the 
‘nature as culture/one with nature’ perspective requires a variety of indicators, and few are available 
in existing indicator sets (see section 5.2).  

 5.2 Knowledge gaps on indicators 
Indicators are valuable for communicating the potential success of different scenarios at achieving 
biodiversity or sustainability goals and should be able to capture both positive and negative outcomes 
across the three specific value perspectives. Hence, the NFF requires identification and development 
of additional indicators that can be associated with the different specific value perspectives. Reviews 
of existing global indicator sets led by members of the task force on scenarios and models showed that 
the availability of indicators is not balanced across the three NFF specific value perspectives, with 
most of them illustrating specific features of the ‘nature for society’ and ‘nature for nature’ 
perspectives, and few available indicators for ‘nature as culture/one with nature’. For example, from 
193 ‘ready to use’ indicators from various global policy related indicator sets, only two indicators 
were categorised exclusively as specific features of the ‘nature as culture/one with nature’ 
perspective, while close to 75 could represent both this and one other value perspective or all three 
perspectives (Larsson et al., 2023). This finding is in line with the knowledge gaps identified in earlier 
IPBES assessments which pointed to a lack of indicators of nature’s non-material contributions to 
people and associated aspects of good quality of life (IPBES 2018d; 2019a). Noticing the gap in 
‘nature as culture/one with nature’ indicators, efforts are in progress to identify possible indicators for 
this perspective, including from the sources developed by the indigenous and local knowledge 
community such as the local cases and worldwide transitions described in the Local Biodiversity 
Outlook 2, a report produced by indigenous organizations for the CBD (Forest Peoples Programme et 
al., 2020; Larsson et al., 2023). Furthermore, more than 40 indicators associated with the NFF specific 
value perspectives (existing and aspirational) were collated from the use of Essential Biodiversity 
Variables (EBVs) and Essential Ecosystem Services Variables (EESVs)13 for modelling NFF-based 
scenarios across all three value perspectives (Kim, 2022). The EBV- and EESV-based indicators can 
be used or developed as common and specific indicators. Remote-sensing and in-situ data can be used 
in models to assess the status, trends, and dynamics of nature and nature’s contributions to people. 
The gaps identified in these lists imply similar gaps in the indicators (representing each specific value 
perspective) that have been used in existing models and scenarios.  

 
13 The Essential Biodiversity Variables (EBVs) cover the key dimensions of biodiversity spanning six classes 
(Species populations, Species Traits, Genetic Composition, Community Composition, Ecosystem Structure, and 
Ecosystem Function) (Pereira et al., 2013). In addition, a new framework is being developed for Essential 
Ecosystem Services Variables (EESVs) that provides a flexible means for measuring change in a wide range of 
material, non-material and cultural services that biodiversity and ecosystems provide (Balvanera et al., 2022). 
Both the EBVs and EESVs will include data products that can inform a wide range of policy frameworks, 
including the CBD, SDGs, and other multilateral environmental agreements. 
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The task force on scenarios and models, while not having a mandate to develop indicators itself or to 
provide any list thereof, encourages the scientific community to further develop indicators for 
NFF-based scenarios in doing the following:  

1. Continued work on developing more detailed guidance for the process of identifying 
appropriate indicators for the three specific NFF value perspectives, through illustrating 
potential example indicators. 

2. Selection of some example indicators for each illustrative NFF narrative, and work with the 
scientific community to define the baseline conditions and relevant context-specific data to 
inform the indicators, analyse their trends, and identify the models available to examine their 
dynamics from local to global levels; this initial indicator exercise could provide guidance and 
help to catalyse the development by the scientific community of representative indicators for 
each illustrative NFF narrative. 

3. Identification of additional ready-to-use indicator sets relevant for NFF-based scenarios and 
models, particularly from other (non-biodiversity) sectors representing indirect and direct 
drivers, responses and other feedbacks. 

4. Integration of advancements on modelling and/or indicators related to biodiversity and 
ecosystem services to improve existing indicators by, for example, integrating the latest 
scientific advancement and data, hence filling critical gaps. 

5. Identification, in collaboration with the IPBES task force on indigenous and local knowledge, 
and the community of indigenous peoples and local communities, of existing indicators or 
development of new indicators that can illustrate relational values of nature (‘nature as 
culture/one with nature’), particularly at national to global scales. There are also many 
examples of development of biocultural indicators by local indigenous communities often in 
collaborative processes with scholars, see for example Caillon et al. (2017), Dacks et al. 
(2019) and Sterling et al. (2020) that will be relevant for relational values of nature.  

6. Development of some methodological guidance for NFF users, including the modelling 
community, on approaches for developing new indicators for the different NFF specific value 
perspectives, including how to capture non-material aspects of culture. 

7. Through impact evaluations and evidence synthesis, further development of the evidence base 
describing effectiveness of a broad range of management actions (e.g. nature protection, 
indigenous management, sustainable management practices) regarding the most representative 
indicators for each illustrative NFF narrative. 

8. Closure of the gaps in available indicators with support of the international community in 
order to allow measurement and monitoring of changes in nature, drivers and socioeconomic 
and ecological implications. 

It is important to note that gaps in indicators, while providing initial constraints for certain (global) 
modelling to adequately represent the three value perspectives in the NFF, should not provide a 
constraint for engaging with the NFF in scenario development, particularly in the participatory 
processes initially starting with qualitative scenarios. It is in those very discussions that the space will 
open to look for more diverse perspectives on people’s relationship with nature and in turn can direct 
the search for indicators towards unexpected policy arenas.  

 5.3 Case study examples on indicators 
BOX 7 Use of NFF in scenarios, models and indicators in informing the implementation of the 
Kunming-Montreal Global Biodiversity Framework  

Spatially explicit time-series indicators on nature and nature’s contributions to people can inform 
setting milestones and tracking progress towards the goals and targets of policy frameworks such as 
the Kunming-Montreal Global Biodiversity Framework (CBD, 2021, see section 3 and table 2 of 
Kim et al., 2023). Scientists in the Group on Earth Observations Biodiversity Observation Network 
(GEO BON) are applying the NFF and its modelling approaches to retrospectively evaluate the 
impact of protected areas on biodiversity, ecosystems and nature’s contributions to people (Kim, 
2022, see Chapter 5). This study assigns protected areas with limited access for humans (IUCN 
categories I to III) as valuing primarily intrinsic values of nature (‘nature for nature’), protected areas 
with human access for recreational benefits and sustainable use (IUCN categories IV and VI) as 
representing instrumental values of nature (‘nature for society’), and protected areas of cultural 
landscape (IUCN category V) and indigenous land (Garnett et al., 2018) as co-created and co-
inhabited space representing cultural values of nature (‘nature as culture/one with nature’). This study 
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evaluates how value-reflected decisions may have influenced nature and people (Kim, 2022). It uses a 
suite of essential variables for biodiversity (e.g. area of habitat for species), ecosystems (e.g. area of 
natural and semi-natural ecosystems), and nature’s contributions to people (e.g. pollinated crops, 
nitrogen retention, and coastal risk reduction) to quantify benefits to people near protected areas. This 
retrospective analysis utilises selected essential variables as indicators generated from the models of 
nature and nature’s contributions to people, which have been used previously in the Biodiversity and 
Ecosystem Services Scenarios-based Model Intercomparison (BES-SIM) on the impact of 
Representative Concentration Pathways (RCPs) and Shared Socioeconomic Pathways (SSPs) climate 
scenarios that informed the IPBES Global Assessment (Rosa et al., 2020). The indicators derived 
from these variables can therefore further inform the setting of future milestones for Target 3, Goal A 
and Goal B of the Kunming-Montreal Global Biodiversity Framework based on observed or 
retrospectively estimated effect of the expansion in natural ecosystems areas, reduction of threatened 
species, and nature’s contributions to people (CBD, 2021; Kim 2022).  

This is an illustrative and integrative application of multiple global frameworks – NFF, the Kunming-
Montreal Global Biodiversity Framework, the EBV and EESV frameworks on biodiversity and 
ecosystem services to see how decisions on land protection and management have affected nature and 
people over time. Similar analyses can be conducted on other targets (e.g. climate mitigation, 
pollution control) and components of goals (e.g. ecosystem disturbance, soil erosion control) of the 
Kunming-Montreal Global Biodiversity Framework to continually assess and monitor their impacts 
on nature and people (see figure Box 7). This study illustrates how the NFF can be used in informing 
future decisions by evaluating the observed impact of interventions reflecting diverse values of 
nature. 

 
Figure Box 7. The NFF and simplified IPBES conceptual framework applied on Essential Biodiversity Variables 
(EBV)-based and Essential Ecosystem Services Variables (EESV)-based data analyses to inform the Kunming-
Montreal Global Biodiversity Framework. The specific value perspectives for nature are mapped to different 
categories of protected areas (Kunming-Montreal Global Biodiversity Framework Target 3) as interventions for 
impact assessment. The “State of Nature” is assessed using the essential variables on biodiversity and ecosystems 
(Kunming-Montreal Global Biodiversity Framework Goal A), and “Benefits to People” using the essential 
variables on nature’s contributions to people (Kunming-Montreal Global Biodiversity Framework Goal B). Such 
impact assessments can evaluate the consequences of value-reflected decisions on land and ocean protection and 
management on nature and people retrospectively and inform future decisions (yellow highlights correspond to 
the examples provided in the explanation of the analysis above). Source: Kim, 2022. 
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Annex III: Glossary of terms used in the Nature Futures Framework 

Desirable futures: Futures that incorporate transformative changes in order to improve the chances 
for societies to surmount biodiversity, climate or other crises, which are influenced by disparate 
human values and aspirations. 

Drivers (direct and indirect): In the context of IPBES, drivers of change are all the factors that, 
directly or indirectly, cause changes in nature, anthropogenic assets, nature’s contributions to people 
and a good quality of life. Direct drivers of change can be both natural and anthropogenic. Direct 
drivers have direct physical (mechanical, chemical, noise, light etc.) and behaviour-affecting impacts 
on nature. They include, inter alia, climate change, pollution, different types of land use change, 
invasive alien species and zoonoses, and exploitation. Indirect drivers are drivers that operate 
diffusely by altering and influencing direct drivers, as well as other indirect drivers. They do not 
impact nature directly. Rather, they do it by affecting the level, direction or rate of direct drivers. 
(IPBES online glossary accessed 26 November 2021) 

Good quality of life: Within the context of the IPBES conceptual framework – the achievement of a 
fulfilled human life, a notion which may vary strongly across different societies and groups within 
societies. It is a context-dependent state of individuals and human groups, comprising aspects such as 
access to food, water, energy and livelihood security, and also health, good social relationships and 
equity, security, cultural identity, and freedom of choice and action. ‘Living in harmony with nature’, 
‘living-well in balance and harmony with Mother Earth’ and ‘human well-being’ are examples of 
different perspectives on a ‘Good quality of life’. (IPBES online glossary accessed 26 November 
2021) 

Heuristic: A method of learning or solving problems that allows people to discover things themselves 
and learn from their own experiences (Cambridge Dictionary, 17.12.21) 

Indicators: A quantitative or qualitative factor or variable that provides a simple, measurable and 
quantifiable characteristic or attribute responding in a known and communicable way to a changing 
environmental condition, to a changing ecological process or function, or to a changing element of 
biodiversity (IPBES online glossary accessed 13 May 2021; Kim et al., 2023). 

Intrinsic value: This concept refers to inherent value, that is the value something has independent of 
any human experience or evaluation. Such a value is viewed as an inherent property of the entity and 
not ascribed or generated by external valuing agents (Pascual et al., 2017).  

Instrumental value: The value attributed to something as a means to achieving a particular end 
(Pascual et al., 2017). 

Modelling community: Historically composed of primarily biodiversity and ecosystem services 
modellers but it is envisaged that the community is broadened to other sectoral and disciplinary 
modelling and narrative development groups, including social science and humanities and indigenous 
knowledge holders, to best develop nature futures scenarios. 

Models: Qualitative or quantitative representations of key components of a system and of 
relationships between the components (IPBES online glossary accessed 28 July 2020; Kim et al., 
2023). 

Mother Earth: An expression used in a number of countries and regions to refer to the planet Earth 
and the entity that sustains all living things found in nature with which humans have an indivisible, 
interdependent physical and spiritual relationship (see ‘nature’) (IPBES online glossary accessed 
19 January 2022). 

Narratives (or scenario narratives): Qualitative descriptions of plausible future world evolutions, 
describing the characteristics, general logic and developments underlying a particular quantitative set 
of scenarios. Narratives are also referred to in the literature as “storylines”. (IPCC, 2018) 

Narrative family: The concept of Narrative Families has been developed to help people understand 
how narratives are related to diverse values, as well as the commonalities and differences between 
narratives. In particular, Narrative Families provide a structure for translating diverse values into more 
detailed descriptions of desirable futures (i.e. narratives) that can be easily understood by experts and 
non-experts alike. Narrative Families also provide a well-organised set of features that can be used by 
the scientific community and other stakeholders for developing qualitative or quantitative scenarios 
that are consistent with the Nature Futures Framework. They also offer a means of classifying 
NFF-based scenarios into groups with similar assumptions to facilitate synthesis for IPBES 
assessments (IPBES/MEP-Bureau/15/11). 
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Nature14: In the context of IPBES, refers to the natural world with an emphasis on its living 
components. Within the context of western science, it includes categories such as biodiversity, 
ecosystems (both structure and functioning), evolution, the biosphere, humankind’s shared 
evolutionary heritage, and biocultural diversity. Within the context of other knowledge systems, it 
includes categories such as Mother Earth and systems of life, and it is often viewed as inextricably 
linked to humans, not as a separate entity (see ‘Mother Earth’) (IPBES online glossary accessed 
19 January 2022). 

Nature-based solutions: Actions to protect, conserve, restore, sustainably use and manage natural or 
modified terrestrial, freshwater, coastal and marine ecosystems, which address social, economic and 
environmental challenges effectively and adaptively, while simultaneously providing human 
well-being, ecosystem services and resilience and biodiversity benefits. (UNEP, 2021) 

Nature’s contributions to people: Nature's contributions to people are all the contributions, both 
positive and negative, of living nature (i.e. diversity of organisms, ecosystems, and their associated 
ecological and evolutionary processes) to the quality of life for people. Beneficial contributions from 
nature include such things as food provision, water purification, flood control, and artistic inspiration, 
whereas detrimental contributions include disease transmission and predation that damages people or 
their assets. Many nature’s contributions to people may be perceived as benefits or detriments 
depending on the cultural, temporal or spatial context. (IPBES online glossary accessed 26 November 
2021) 

Nature Futures: Future states of nature that ‘represent a wide range of human–nature interactions, 
based on the perspectives of different stakeholders, and include a variety of different types of 
human-modified ecosystems encompassing different degrees of human intervention’ (Rosa et al., 
2017; Kim et al., 2023). 

Nature futures framework, a flexible tool to support the development of scenarios and models of 
desirable futures for people, nature and Mother Earth (NFF): A heuristic that captures diverse, 
positive values of human-nature relationships along three types of specific value perspectives on 
nature: intrinsic (also known as ‘nature for nature’), instrumental (‘nature for society’), and relational 
(‘nature as culture/one with nature’) values. These values of nature are not mutually exclusive and 
intricately intertwined by nature. In the context of Western science, these positive values can be 
located in a triangular space whose tips represent the three types of value perspectives on nature 
(Pereira et al. 2020a; Durán et al., 2023; Kim et al., 2023). 

Pathways: Different strategies for moving from the current situation towards a desired future vision 
or set of specified targets. They are purposive courses of actions that build on each other, from short-
term to long-term actions into broader transformation (Ferguson et al., 2013; Wise et al., 2014). The 
Three Horizons approach is often used to define such pathways in future visioning processes (Sharpe 
et al., 2016; Pereira et al., 2020) 

Relational value: The values that contribute to desirable relationships, such as those among people or 
societies, and between people and nature, as in ‘Living in harmony with nature’ (IPBES/4/INF/13). 
(IPBES online glossary accessed 26 November 2021) 

Scenarios: Representations of possible futures for one or more components of a system, particularly 
for drivers of change in nature and nature’s benefits, including alternative policy or management 
options (IPBES online glossary accessed 28 July 2020; Kim et al., 2023). 

Scenario family: Scenarios that have a similar demographic, societal, economic and technical change 
storyline (IPCC glossary: Glossary of terms on the IPCC-Data Distribution Centre) 

Specific values: Judgements regarding the importance of nature in particular contexts, grouped into 
instrumental values (i.e. means to a desired end often associated with the notion of “ecosystem 
services”), relational values (i.e. the meaningfulness of human-nature interactions) (IPBES, 2022). 

Value: A principle or core belief underpinning rules and moral judgments. Values as principles vary 
from one culture to another and also between individuals and groups (IPBES/4/INF/13; Kim et al., 
2023). 

Visions: A desirable state in the future and therefore, a component of scenarios (the possible future 
states), demarcated from predictions (likely future states) and pathways (that lead up to the vision). 
Visions are usually seen as a desirable image of the future and can be defined as a compelling, 

 
14 The definition of 'nature' from the IPBES glossary has been used by the IPBES Land Degradation and 
Restoration Assessment, Europe and Central Asia assessment and Sustainable Use Assessment. 

https://www.ipcc.ch/site/assets/uploads/2018/04/4.9a.html#s
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inspiring statement of the preferred future that the authors and those who subscribe to the vision want 
to create (Wiek & Iwaniec, 2014; Pereira et al., 2020) 

Visioning: “the process of creating a vision, i.e. a representation of a desirable future state, as 
opposed to scenario building (possible future states), forecasting (likely future states), and backcasting 
(pathways to desirable future states)”. (Wiek & Iwaniec, 2014) 

     
 


